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Note: To properly implement the review, you will need the Spots for M.A.T.H. magnetic dry-erase Dot Boards and the
magnetic black-and-white counters. Also, to ensure students’ internalization of the strategies taught, we recommend that
you hang the First-Addend Dot Card banner and the 11-20 Dot Card banner in your classroom, for reference and to provide
ongoing visual reinforcement.

Dear Second-Grade Teacher,
We would like to introduce you to Spots for M.A.T.H.: the program, strategies, and materials your students used in the
first grade for math learning.
The goal of Spots for M.A.T.H. is to develop real math wisdom. This includes understanding number and place-value
concepts, the ability to manipulate numbers, which is foundational for mental math, and proficiency in solving word
problems methodically. Furthermore, Spots for M.A.T.H.’s visual representations of numbers and operations simplifies
the learning experience and provides ongoing visual reinforcement to help students internalize math concepts. With this
program, your students learned to use a variety of strategies and thought processes to solve mathematical equations and
word problems.
To help you review the first-grade curriculum with your class, we include a review unit that uses the Spots for M.A.T.H.
strategies and materials. These worksheets follow the lesson format and methods that the students are familiar with. You
will be able to skip the corresponding second-grade math lessons of the series you are using.
Following is a summary of the main points and strategies used in Spots for M.A.T.H., to familiarize you with your students’
math background and number sense. We hope this will help you to understand the way your students’ math minds work
and to apply this to the new math concepts and skills that you will be teaching throughout second grade.

Spots for M.A.T.H. is based on patented Dot Cards; these are special cards that
represent the numbers. There are cards that show the numbers 1-10, and Teen Dot
Cards that show the numbers 11-19. See Figure 1 for some samples. The students
recognize and can visualize the cards, which they use when solving mathematical
equations.

Figure 1
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Addition through 10: The students learned to add through 10 by using the Dot Cards
for the first (or the greater) addend, and adding white counters to the Dot Cards for
the second addend. See Figure 2 for a sample. The students should be fluent in their
addition facts through 10.
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Figure 2

6+3=9
Subtraction through 10: The students learned to subtract by using the Dot Cards
and crossing off the amount that is subtracted. They learned two strategies and have
a clear understanding of when to apply each strategy: When subtracting a small
amount, they crossed off dots from the top of the card while counting back (Thus,
for 9 - 2: We cross off the 9 and 8; the difference is 7.) See Figure 3.
When subtracting a large amount, they learned to cross off the dots from the bottom
of the card and then count on to find the difference. (Thus, for 8 - 6: We cross off the
lower 6 dots, and we have dots 7 and 8 left; there are 2 left.) See Figure 4. The students
should be fluent in their subtractions facts for numbers through 10.

Figure 3

Figure 4

9-2=7

8-6=2

Addition with teen sums: We focused on the strategy of “making a ten,” by “breaking-apart” the second addend into two parts. The
first part is the amount needed to make a ten, and the second part is added to the ten. A repertoire of models was used to show and
model this process: Dot Cards, break-apart number sentences, and the open number line.
Following is a detailed explanation.

Dot Cards: Teen Dot Cards and double-sided counters were used to show the process
visually. The first addend is represented on the left side with black counters, and the
second addend is represented on the right side with white counters. The students
learned to pretend that some of the white counters “fly over” to the ten side of the
card to make a ten, and then they add the rest to the ten. (Thus, for 9 + 8: One of the
8 white counters is needed to make a ten. Then there are seven white counters left,
which are added to the ten; the sum is 17; 9 + 8 = 17.) See Figure 5.

Figure 5

9 + 8 = 17

The following tools – the break-apart numbers and the open number line – are more
abstract models that are used in conjunction with the Dot Cards to represent the
thought process.

Break-apart numbers: These show how the second addend is broken into two parts:
a part that is needed to make a ten, and the rest, which is added to the ten.

Figure 6

9+8=

See Figure 6.

1

to make ten

The open number line: An open number line does not have numbers. It is used to
show the process of how a number is decomposed (as opposed to traditional number
lines, in which individual jumps are counted). We used them to show adding in two
steps: first a jump to ten, and then a jump to the sum. See Figure 7. (You may want
to check whether open number lines are used in your current math series, and then
decide whether you want to teach or skip the corresponding lessons.)

The ability to manipulate numbers – to compose and decompose them – is
foundational for mental math. These skills can be applied to adding and subtracting
with multi-digit numbers (e.g., 29 + 8 = 2 + 1 = 30 + 7 = 37; or 37 - 8). See Figure 8 and
Figure 9.
Figure 8

29 + 8 =
1

to make ten
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Subtraction from teen numbers with differences that are less than ten: We focused on the strategy of “subtracting to a number
leading to a ten,” by “breaking-apart” the subtrahend into two parts. First we subtract all the ones that there are in the teen number
and get ten, then we subtract the rest from the ten to find the difference. As in addition, Dot Cards, break-apart numbers, and the
open number line were used to show and model this process.
Following is a detailed explanation.

Dot Cards: We used Teen Dot Cards and crossed off the amount to be subtracted. We
first subtracted all the ones and got ten, and then we subtracted the rest from the ten.
(Thus, for 13 - 4: First we subtract the 3 ones and get 10, then we subtract another one
to find the difference – 9; 13 - 4 = 9.) See Figure 10.

Figure 10

13 - 4 = 9

Break-apart numbers: Similar to the technique used for addition, we wrote out
how we broke apart the subtrahend into two parts: all the ones, and the rest that is
subtracted from the ten. See Figure 11.

Figure 11

13 – 4 =
3

to get ten

Open number lines: As in addition, we showed these equations with two jumps: first
subtracting all the ones to get ten, and then making another jump back to subtract
the rest. This further reinforced the concept and skill of subtracting in two steps. See
Figure 12.

The students have a clear understanding of when and how to apply the two strategies
they learned.

1

the rest

Figure 12
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9 10
Subtracting a large amount from teen numbers: Another strategy was used to
subtract a large amount (i.e., 10, 9, 8, and 7). The students learned to cross off the dots
only on the ten side and then see how many dots are left on both sides. (Thus, for 15 9: We cross off 9 on the ten side; there is one dot left on the ten side and there are five
dots left on the ones side. The difference is 6 See Figure 13.. The students have learned
how to apply this process mentally as well. (Only Dot Cards were used to model this
method.)
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–3

13

Figure 13

15 - 9 = 6

Your students understand the concepts and processes of adding and subtracting with teen numbers, but they need practice to
achieve fluency in these facts. They were encouraged to refer to the Dot Cards (on the page or on the banner) to foster internalization
of the process. It is recommended that they refer to the Dot Cards in the second grade as well. Fluency should be achieved through
abundant practice, with Dot Cards available for reference. Research shows that students internalize facts and develop fluency by
using the same strategies repeatedly (see Common Core State Standards*).

Math Puzzles: Puzzles are a great tool to help organize the parts of a number sentence.
The top piece shows the whole number, and the two bottom pieces show the parts of
that number. The puzzles are used to show the relationship between numbers, as in
number families. They are also used to help solve various types of story problems (see
Lesson 6 and Lesson 20). Using puzzles, the numbers can be easily organized, making
it simple to identify the missing component – whether the whole or a part – and then
solve accordingly: For a missing whole, add the two parts; for a missing part, subtract
the part we already know from the whole.
The puzzle pieces are always the same size. They are not scaled according to quantity.
This helps students stay focused on organizing the numbers into their respective
parts, as opposed to trying to figure out what size the pieces should be. See Figure 14.

Figure 14
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6
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Simple math drawings: The drawings are simple shapes and figures drawn to represent the parts of the story problem. Then the
parts are labeled with either a letter or a drawing. (See the sample drawings on the Student’s Edition page insert in your Teacher’s
Edition pages 19 and 47. It is expected that students’ drawings will vary from the samples shown.) Using simple drawings strengthens
students’ understanding of story problems. These drawings also offer the teacher a window into the students’ thinking.

Numbers 20-99: The important skill of understanding place value and our base-10 number system was taught using familiar Dot
Cards. We showed the numbers using groups of full Dot Cards (Dot Card-10s) to show the amount of tens, and another Dot Card
to show the ones. Since they are so familiar with the Dot Cards and the concepts they represent, the students truly understand
quantities to 99.
This review does not include lessons on place value. When you reach those lessons in your series, we recommend that you use Dot
Cards to help the students connect to the models they will be using. Furthermore, we strongly recommend that when introducing
a new concept (such as regrouping), you use Dot Cards to help the students connect the new idea to what they’ve already learned.
We hope you will enjoy the math minds your students are bringing with them to your class, and we wish you much success in the
coming school year.
If you have any questions about the strategies and their applications, please speak with your principal or first-grade curriculum
advisor. You may also contact the Spots for M.A.T.H. team directly, at (718) 306-9898.
*Common Core State Standards for Mathematics 2.OA.2: Fluently add and subtract within 20 using mental strategies. By end of Grade 2,
know from memory all sums of two one-digit numbers.
Building upon their work in first grade, second-graders use various addition- and subtraction strategies in order to fluently add and subtract
within 20.
Research indicates that students internalize facts and develop fluency by repeatedly using the strategies that make sense to them.
When students are able to demonstrate fluency, they are accurate, efficient, and flexible. Students must have efficient strategies in order to
know sums from memory.
Research indicates that teachers can best support students’ memory of the sums of two one-digit numbers through varied experiences including
making 10, breaking numbers apart, and working on mental strategies. These strategies replace the use of repetitive timed tests in which
students try to memorize operations as if there were not any relationships among the various facts. When teachers teach facts for automaticity,
rather than memorization, they encourage students to think about the relationships among the facts. (Fosnot & Dolk, 2001)
It is no coincidence that the standard uses the term “know from memory” rather than “memorize.” The former describes an outcome, whereas the
latter might be seen as describing a method of achieving that outcome. So, no, the standards are not dictating timed tests. (McCallum, October
2011)

1.1

Chapter 1 Lesson 1: Adding Through Ten

GOAL:
Students will review addition facts
to ten.
Materials needed: pretzels or other
snack

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Today we will begin to review some of
what you learned in first grade.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. The concept of adding
Pass out ten pretzels, or ten of some other snack, to each student. Have the
students make a group of seven pretzels and a group of three pretzels. Now put
the groups together. Ask: What number sentence can we write to show what we
just did? [7 + 3 = 10]
Identify the parts of the number sentence: Addend plus addend equals the
sum. Explain that addends are the parts, plus means putting the numbers
together, and sum means how many there are in all.
In the same way, have the students make groups of five pretzels and four pretzels,
combine the groups, and then write the number sentence on the board.
(Now they can eat their pretzels!)

THINKING TRIGGER:
What is the “math way” to show that
we are putting two groups together?

II. Adding with Dot Cards
Write 4 + 2 = ___ on the board. Ask a student to tell you how to show it with Dot
Cards (Dot Card-4 and two white counters). Ask how many there are in all, and
fill in the sum. Read the equation together.
Do the same for 5 + 3, 8 + 2, and 6 + 3.
Write 5 + 2 on the board, and place Dot Card-5 next to it. Say: Now let’s solve
this without adding on the counters. Let’s pretend to add on two white counters. We
begin with 5, and we add on 6 and 7. There are 7 in all.
Do the same with 4 + 3 and 6 + 4. Together, pretend to add counters and solve
the equation.

III. Adding by counting on
Write 7 + 2 = ___ on the board. Say: Let’s try this without Dot Cards. Let’s solve this
by counting on. We begin with 7, and we count on 8 and 9. We have 9 in all. [Fill in
the sum.]
Repeat with 3 + 2, 5 + 4, and 7 + 3.

IV. Doubles facts
Write these doubles facts on the board: 3 + 3, 5 + 5, and 4 + 4. Ask: What is special
about these facts? [both addends are the same] What do we call these facts?
[doubles] [Solve the equations.]
Write some equations on the board. Have volunteers choose an equation and
tell a story problem for it. Have another volunteer solve the problem.

CONCLUSION:
Now we’ve reviewed addition with numbers to ten.

8
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STUDENT TEACHER:

Addition Through Ten

Name

Add. Circle the doubles facts.

Fill in the addition number sentence.
1.

2.

3.

=

=

5.

6.

5+4=

7.

5+3=

6
+2

2.

7
+3

3.

4
+2

4.

5
+4

5.

7
+2

6.

5
+5

7.

3
+3

8

6
+4

9.

4
+3

10.

6
+3

11.

4
+4

12.

7
+0

13.

5
+3

14.

2
+2

15.

9
+1

=

Add. You can use the Dot Cards to help.
4.

1.

4+2=
4+3=
Write the number sentence and solve.

11.

6+4=

7+3=
7+2=

Add.
12.
13.
14.
Chapter 1

5+1=
5+2=
5+3=

15.
16.
17.

3+1=
3+2=
3+3=

18.
19.
20.

Lesson 1

6+1=
6+2=
6+3=
1

1

16. 8 cats sit near a tree.

2 more cats come to sit there.
How many cats are near the tree?
cats

=

17. Mike has 4 goldfish.

Bill has 3 more goldfish than Mike.
How many goldfish does Bill have?
goldfish

=

Student Workbook page

9.

10.

6+3=

Student Workbook page

8.

2

2

USING THE BOOK: Pages 1-2
Page 1: Examples 1-3: Read the directions. Do example 1 together. Then have the students complete examples 2-3 on their
own.
Examples 4-11: Read the directions and have the students complete the section on their own.
Examples 12-20: Read the directions. Explain to the students that these addition sentences can be solved by counting on.
Review the page together.
Page 2: Examples 1-15: Read the directions. Have the students solve the examples on their own while you offer help as
needed. Review the section together.
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

Examples 16-17: Read the directions.
Read and discuss each story together. Write the number sentence together and solve.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
What did we learn today
in math class? [Accept
relevant answers.] Today
we reviewed adding to ten.
Tomorrow we will practice
this more.

9

1.2

Chapter 1 Lesson 2: Practice: Addition Through Ten

GOAL:
Students will apply the commutative
property of addition
Students will find combinations of
numbers that equal ten.
Materials needed: model penny and

nickel; ten pennies and a cup per
student

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Yesterday we reviewed adding to ten.
Today we will practice that. We will
discuss adding in any order and add
with money. We will also practice
different ways to make ten.

THINKING TRIGGER:
Write 3 + 7 on the board. Ask the
students to tell how they would
solve it.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Adding in any order
Ask four students with black hair (or some other easily identifiable feature) and
two students with brown hair to stand in front of the class. Have the black-haired
students stand to the right. With the class, write a number sentence to show how
many they are altogether (4 + 2 = 6).
Ask the groups to switch places so that the brown-haired group is at the right.
Write another number sentence to show how many there are now (2 + 4 = 6).
Ask: Does the order in which these students are standing change how many there
are at the front of the class? [no; there are still six students] When we add groups,
or numbers, we can add them in any order and get the same sum.
Repeat this with another two groups of students.

II. Applying the skill
Write 3 + 5 and 5 + 3 on the board. Say: Both of these addition sentences have
the same numbers. Will they have the same sum or different sums? [the same sum,
because we can add in any order and get the same sum] [Solve 5 + 3.] We know
that 5 + 3 = 8. We also know that 3 + 5 equals 8.
Write 2 + 8 on the board. Say: The first number, 2, is less than the second number, 8.
Do you think we should start from 2 and add 8 to it? I think it would be easier to start
from 8 and add just 2 to it. Does it matter in which order we add the numbers? [no]
To find the sum, we can start with 8 and add 2. [Write 8 +2 = ___.] What is the sum?
[10] What is the sum of 2 + 8? [also 10]

Draw two columns on the board. In the left column place three cards with the number sentences 2 + 7, 3 + 5, and 4 + 6. In the
right column place three cards with the number sentences 5 + 3, 6 + 4, and 7 + 2. Say: Let’s look at the first number sentence:
2 + 7. Is the first addend more or less than the second addend? [less] When we add, we start with the greater number. Let’s find the
matching number sentence on the other side of the board. [Place the 7 + 2 card next to the 2 + 7 card and solve both equations.]
Continue in the same way with the equations 3 + 5 and 4 + 6.

III. Adding with coins
Place a penny and a nickel on the board. Review their names and values. Say: Let’s write a number sentence to show how much
money we have in all. [5¢ + 1¢ = 6¢] We have 6 cents.
Place a nickel and 4 pennies on the board, and write the number sentence as above. Say: Let’s count together to see how much
money this is. [Count 5 for the nickel, and count on 6, 7, 8, and 9.] 9 cents in all.

IV. Finding combinations of ten
Hand out ten pennies and a cup to each student. Have the students shake their pennies in the cup and then pour them out.
Ask them to sort the pennies according to how they fell: heads in one section and tails in another. Draw a T-chart and label it
“Ways to Make Ten.” Label the columns “Heads” and “Tails.” Ask students to tell how many of their pennies landed on heads and
how many on tails. Write the combinations on the chart until all the possibilities have been displayed.
Write 8 + ___ = 10. Ask: If 8 pennies fell on heads, how many fell on tails? [2] Repeat with 6 + ___ = 10 and 5 + ___ = 10.

10
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Place 2 pennies and a nickel on the board. Say: Bob had 2 pennies. His mom gave him a nickel. How much money does he have
in all? What is an easy way to help him count the total value? [begin with the nickel] [Count 5 for the nickel, and then count on 6
and 7.] Bob has 7 cents.

Practice: Addition
Through Ten

Name

Draw a line to the crayon that shows
the matching number sentence.
Fill in the sums.
1.

3+7=

6+2=

2.

2+6=

5+3=

3.

Write the number sentence and solve.

When we add, w
can think of the e
greater number fir
st.

1.

+
2.

¢=

¢

¢

¢=

¢

Fill in the missing addend to complete the number sentence.

7+3=

3+4=

+

¢

3.

8+

= 10 4. 5 +

= 10 5. 7 +

= 10

6.

10 +

= 10 7.

= 10 8. 9 +

= 10

6+

Add.
9.
4.

4+3=

3+5=

12.

6.
7.
11.
12.
13.

1 + 4 = ____
2 + 4 = ____
3 + 4 = ____
4 + 6 = ____
2 + 6 = ____
3 + 6 = ____

Chapter 1

8.
9.
10.
14.
15.
16.

4 + 5 = ____
3 + 5 = ____
1 + 5 = ____
2 + 7 = ____
3 + 7 = ____
1 + 7 = ____

Lesson 2

3

3

15.

0 + 7 = ___
3 + 4 = ___

10.
13.
16.

2 + 4 = ___
6 + 6 = ___
1 + 6 = ___

11.
14.
17.

4 + 5 = ___
3 + 7 = ___
2 + 5 = ___

LET’S WRITE

How does knowing how to solve 7 + 3 help you solve

3 + 7?

Student Workbook page

5.

Student Workbook page

Add.

3 + 5 = ___

4

4

STUDENT TEACHER:
Write six equations on the board: three with a greater first addend and three with a greater second addend. For each one, ask
a student to solve the equation and explain the thinking process he/she used.

CONCLUSION:
Now we’ve practiced more addition. We reviewed that when we have a number sentence in which the first number is less, we can
change the order of the numbers to solve it. We also added with coins and found different ways to make ten.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 3-4
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

Page 3: Read the text at the top of the page. For each section, read the directions and have the students complete the section
independently, while you offer help as needed. Review the page with the class.
Page 4: Read each set of directions. Have the students complete the page on their own,
and review it together.
Let’s Write: Note: This is new to your students in which they will explain their thinking
by writing. Read the Directions. Read the question and discuss it with the class. Invite
some students to describe their thinking process. Then explain the task: Each student is
to think about the question and write their answer on the lines in the book.
Ask some students to share their writing with the class.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
What did we learn today in math
class? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we reviewed more addition
through ten. Tomorrow we will
review subtraction.

11

1.3

Chapter 1 Lesson 3: Subtraction Through Ten

GOAL:
Students will subtract from numbers
to ten.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
We’ve reviewed adding to ten. Today
we will review subtracting.

THINKING TRIGGER:
On the board write 6 - 2 = ___. Ask if
the answer will be more or less than
6, and why.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. The concept of subtraction
Write 7 - 2 on the board. Have the class read the equation together. Circle the
minus sign and ask what it tells us (to take away).
Tell a story problem for the equation: I had 7 potatoes. I ate two for supper. How
many are left? [5]
Write two other subtraction equations on the board, and have students suggest
similar simple story problems for each.

II. Subtracting a little
Write 9 - 3 and place Dot Card-9 on the board. Ask: Are we taking away a little or
a lot? [a little] Who remembers from where we cross off the dots when we subtract
a little from a number? [from the top] Let’s do that together. [As you cross off the
dots, count back together:] We cross off the 9, 8, and 7. There are 6 left. 9 - 3 = 6.
Repeat with 10 - 2, 7 - 3, and 9 - 4. (Note: When counting back, be sure to count
the dots you are crossing off; thus, for 10 - 2, count back the 10 and the 9, and
point out that we are left with 8. This helps students be clear on how much is left,
as opposed to counting back 9, 8.

III. Counting back to subtract, without Dot Cards
On the board write 7 - 2 = ___. Say: Now let’s subtract by counting back without
using Dot Cards. Let’s imagine we have Dot Card-7, and we are crossing off the 7 and
the 6. We are left with…? [5]
Repeat with 8 - 3, 10 - 2, and 9 - 3.

IV. Subtracting a lot
Write 10 - 8 = ___, and place Dot Card-10 on the board. Ask: Are we taking away
a little or a lot? [a lot] Who remembers how we subtract a lot? [we cross off the dots
from the bottom with one big x, and count on to see how many are left] Let’s do
that. [Cross off the eight dots, and count on together:] 9, 10. There are two left.
10 - 8 = 2.
Repeat with 8 - 5, 9 - 7, and 10 - 6.

V. Counting on to subtract, without Dot Cards

Repeat with 9 - 6, 10 - 7, and 7 - 6.

STUDENT TEACHER:
Place Dot Cards 5, 6, 7, and 8 on the board. For each one, have a student write
a subtraction equation. Then have another student solve it by crossing off dots
and filling in the differences. Help the students explain how they decided from
where to cross off the dots. Time permitting, have a student tell a corresponding
story problem.

12
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Write 8 - 6 = ___ on the board, and say: Now let’s do this one mentally. Are we
subtracting a little or a lot? [a lot] How do we do that? [cross off 6 from the bottom,
and count on] Let’s imagine doing that and count on together: We cross off 6. We
have dots 7 and 8 left. There are 2 left. 8 - 6 = 2.

Subtraction Through Ten

Name

When we subtract a lot, we cross
off the dots from the bottom and
count on to see how much is left.

When we subtract a little,
we cross off the dots from the
top as we count back.
We cross off the 10 and 9.
There are 8 left.

We cross off 7. We are left with
8, 9, and 10. There are 3 left.

10 – 2 = 8

Cross off the dots you need to subtract.
Write the difference.
1.

2.

6–2=
5.

9–3=

9–4=

Cross off the dots you need to subtract.
Write the difference.
4.

1.

8–3=

7.

8.

10 – 3 =

10 – 4 =

7–2=

5.

Subtract.
9.

10.

10 – 2 =
13.

6–1=
14.

5–1=
Chapter 1

8–2=

11.

12.

7–3=
15.

4–0=

Lesson 3

9–2=
16.

7–1=
5

5

10 – 6 =
6.

7–4=

3.

6–5=
7.

9–5=

9–6=

4.

8–6=
8.

10 – 9 =

Subtract.
9.

10.

10 – 5 =
13.

5–5=

8–7=
14.

4–3=

11.

12.

6–4=
15.

10 – 8 =

9–8=
16.

8–4=

Student Workbook page

6.

2.

9–7=
Student Workbook page

5–2=

3.

10 – 7 = 3

6

6

CONCLUSION:
When we subtract a little, we cross off dots from the top as we count back. When we subtract a lot, we cross off dots from the bottom
and count on.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 5-6
Pages 5-6: For each page, read and explain the demonstration at the top of the page. Read the directions, and have the class
complete the page independently while you offer help as needed. Review as a class.

Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
What did we learn today in math
class? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we reviewed subtracting
from numbers to ten. Tomorrow
we will practice more.
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1.4

Chapter 1 Lesson 4: Practice: Subtraction Through Ten

GOAL:
Students will practice subtraction
from numbers to ten.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Subtracting a little
Write 9 - 2 = ___, and place Dot Board-9 on the board. Ask: Are we subtracting a
little or a lot? [a little] How do we subtract a little? [we count back as we cross off
dots from the top] [As you cross off the dots, count back together:] We cross off
the 9 and the 8. There are 7 left. 9 - 2 = 7.

II. Subtracting a lot
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Yesterday we reviewed subtraction.
Today we will practice more.

Write 10 - 7 = ___, and place Dot Board-10 on the board. Ask: Are we subtracting
a little or a lot? [a lot] How do we subtract a lot? [we cross off the dots from the
bottom with one big x, and count on to see how many are left] [Cross off the
seven dots, and count on together:] 8, 9, and 10. There are three left. 10 - 7 = 3.

III. Comparing subtracting a lot with subtracting a little

THINKING TRIGGER:
On the board, write 5 - 3. Ask: How
would you solve this example – by
counting back or by counting on?
[Accept answers.] [either way is
correct]

Write 8 - 2 = ___ and 8 - 5 = ___, and place Dot Board-8 on the board. Point to
8 - 2 and ask: Are we subtracting a little or a lot? [a little] How do we subtract a little?
[we count back as we cross off dots from the top] [As you cross off the dots, count
back together.] We cross off the 8 and the 7. There are 6 left. 8 - 2 = 6. [Erase the x
from the Dot Board.]
Now refer to 8 - 5, and ask how to solve it. Ask: Are we subtracting a little or a lot?
[a lot] How do we subtract a lot? [we cross off the dots from the bottom with one
big x, then we count on to see how many are left] [Cross off the five dots, and
count on together:] 6, 7, and 8. There are three left. 8 - 5 = 3. [Repeat with 10 - 8
and 10 - 3.]

IV. Subtracting without Dot Cards
Write 7 - 6 and 7 - 3. Say: Now let’s do these in our heads. [Point to 7 - 6.] Are we subtracting a little or a lot? [a lot] How do we do
that? [cross off 6 from the bottom, and count on] Let’s imagine doing that and count on together: We cross off 6. We have 7. There
is 1 left. 7 - 6 = 1.
Point to 7 - 3 and ask: Are we subtracting a little or a lot? [a little] How do we subtract a little? [we count back as we cross off dots
from the top] Let’s imagine crossing off dots as we count back. We cross off the 7, 6, and 5. There are 4 left. 7 - 3 = 4. [Repeat with
9 - 4 and 9 - 7.]

V. Practicing subtraction
Write the equations 8 - 3, 6 - 1, 10 - 7, and 9 - 7 on the board. For each equation, ask the class to tell you whether you are
subtracting a little or a lot, and solve accordingly.
Daniel has 9 caterpillars in his bug box. Ruben has 2 less than Daniel. How many caterpillars did Ruben catch? [Discuss the story,
write a number sentence, and solve it.]
Josh and Michael went to collect leaves. Josh found 10 leaves. Michael found 4 less than Josh. How many leaves did Michael find?
[Discuss the story, write a number sentence, and solve it.]

STUDENT TEACHER:
Place Dot Cards-9 and -6 on the board. For each one, have a student write a subtraction equation. Then have another student
solve it by crossing off dots and filling in the differences. Help the students explain how they decided from where to cross off
the dots.
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VI. Story Problems

Practice: Subtraction
Through Ten

Name

Cross off the dots you need to subtract.
Write the difference.
1.

2.

9–7=

3.

9–3=
6.

5.

10 – 4 =
9.

6.

7.

10 – 8 =
10.

14.

8–1=
Chapter 1

8–6=

10
–6

2.

7
–5

3.

6
–2

4.

9
–8

5.

10
–3

6.

4
–0

7.

5
–4

8.

9
–3

9.

6
–3

10.

8
–5

11.

7
–3

12.

4
–2

8.

13.

10
–5

14.

8
–4

15.

7
–4

16.

6
–6

17.

9
–5

18.

8
–6

8–7=
11.

7–6=
15.

5–4=

Lesson 4

8–5=
9.

8.

10.

8–3=

Write the number sentence and solve.

12

19.

7–2=
16

5–2=
7

7

Nan has 10 markers.
Lizzy has 3 fewer markers than Nan.
How many markers does Lizzy have?

markers

Number sentence
LET’S WRITE

Explain how you solved 8 – 6.

Student Workbook page

13.

9–4=

8–2=
7.

1.
4.

Student Workbook page

9–6=

Subtract.

86

8

Place Dot Cards-7 and -8 on the board. For each one, have a student write a subtraction equation. Then have another student
solve it mentally. Help the students explain how they solved the equations.
Time permitting, have a student tell a corresponding story problem.

CONCLUSION:
When we subtract a little, we cross off from the top as we count back. When we subtract a lot, we cross off from the bottom and count
on.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 7-8
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

Page 7: Read the directions. Have the class complete the page independently while you offer help as needed. Review as a
class.
Page 8: Examples 1-18: Read the directions, and have the students solve the CLOSING STATEMENT:
examples on their own. Discuss that here they will solve “in their heads.” They can use
the classroom banner for help.
Example 19: Read the story together and discuss it. Have the class fill in the number
sentence and the difference on their own.
Let’s Write: Read the direction and discuss it together. Then have the students answer
it in writing. Ask some of the students to share their answer with the class.

What did we learn today in math
class? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we practiced subtracting
from numbers to ten. Tomorrow
we will talk about number families.
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1.5

Chapter 1 Lesson 5: Number Families

GOAL:
Students will understand the
relationship between addition and
subtraction.
Students will add to check whether
they have subtracted correctly.
Materials needed: magnetic math
puzzles; crayons; index cards

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
So far we’ve practiced adding and
subtracting. Today we will talk about
number families.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Introducing number families using manipulatives
Draw or place a math puzzle on the board and review the parts of the puzzle (part, part,
whole). Fill it in with the numbers 8, 5, and 3. Say: We will use crayons to show stories with
these numbers. What is our whole number? [8] So we will use eight crayons in all. [Point to
the parts of the puzzle and say:] These are the parts. We will divide the eight crayons into
two groups: a group of …? [5] and a group of …? [3] [Have the students use their crayons
to make the groups.]
Elicit stories that tell about the combination of these numbers. (For example: I have three
crayons on my desk and five crayons in my pencil case. How many crayons do I have in all?)
Remind the class that we can put together the two parts, and we can also take away a
part.
Have the students demonstrate each story with their crayons and suggest the matching
number sentence. Write the equations on the board.
You should have four equations: 5 + 3 = 8, 3 + 5 = 8, 8 - 3 = 5, 8 - 5 = 3. Refer to the equations
and say: These number sentences are like a family. They all use the same numbers. The two
parts form the whole, and when we start with the whole, we can take away either part and
we’re left with the other part. We can call these numbers a family – a number family.

II. Practicing with number families
THINKING TRIGGER:
What is a family? What do you think a
number family is? [Accept all relevant
suggestions.]

Place or draw a math puzzle on the board, and fill it in with the numbers 9, 6, and 3.
Under the puzzle draw four number-sentence formats (two for addition and two for
subtraction). Say: Let’s see which number sentences we can make with these numbers. When
we do addition, we begin with the parts. We add them together and end up with a whole.
Which number can we use for the first number in the addition sentence? [one of the parts –
6 or 3] Which number should we use for the second number in the addition sentence? [the
other part] Which number is the sum? [the whole – 9] [Fill in the equation. Repeat for the
second addition equation.]

In the same way, fill in the two subtraction equations. Say: In subtraction, we begin with the whole – the biggest number. When we take away
either part, the other part is the difference. Which number should we use for the first number in the subtraction sentence? [the whole – 9] Which
number can we use for the second number in the subtraction sentence? [one of the parts – 6 or 3] Which number is the difference? [the other
part] [Fill in the equation. Repeat for the second subtraction equation.] These numbers are a family – a number family.
Repeat this process with the numbers 5, 4, and 1. Begin with a math puzzle filled in with these numbers, and then guide the students to
tell what the four equations are.

III. Checking subtraction with addition (Note: This is a new concept.)

On the board write: 6 - 4 = ___. Read the equation and say: Here we have the whole, and we need to take away one part to get the other part.
What is the difference? [2] [Fill it in.] Now we have the whole [Point to the numbers as you explain.] and both parts. What number sentence
can we write that adds the parts back together, so we can see if we subtracted correctly? [4 + 2 = 6] [Write the equation.] Is this correct? Does 4
+ 2 = 6? [yes] Now we can be sure that we’ve subtracted correctly too. We took away one part to find the other part. Now we put the parts back
together, and we got the same whole number.
When we subtract, we take away one part from the whole. The other part is the difference. To check if we subtracted correctly, we can add the
parts back together to see if we get the whole that we started with.
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Rachel baked nine cupcakes. Five are vanilla-flavored and the rest have chocolate chips. Let’s use a math puzzle to help us find how many
cupcakes have chocolate chips. [Place or draw a math puzzle on the board.] How many cupcakes are there in all? [9] 9 is our whole. [Fill it in.]
How many are vanilla? [5] [Fill it in.] 5 is part of all the cupcakes she baked. We need to find the other part. We need to subtract the part we know
in order to find the other part. What number sentence do we write? [9 - 5 = ___] What is the difference? [4] How many cupcakes have chocolate
chips? [4] The other part is 4. [Fill in the puzzle.] Now let’s check to see if we subtracted correctly. We will add the two parts to see if we get 9 as
the whole. We have 5 vanilla and 4 chocolate-chip cupcakes. [Write the equation.] 5 + 4 equals…? [9] Now we can be sure that we’ve subtracted
correctly. First we took away one part to find the other part. Now we put the parts back together, and we got the same whole number.

Number Families

Name

Number Family Math Puzzles

1.

2.

7

2

5

part

part

whole

+
+
–
–

whole

part

part

part

Part

Part

=
=
=
=

part

part

whole

part

whole

part

whole

part

whole

+
+
–
–

part

part

part

part

1.

whole

whole

part

whole

+
+
–
–

whole

part

part

part

part

=
=
=
=

Whole

whole

part

whole

part

part

whole

part

whole

Lesson 5

+
+
–
–

part

part

part

part

Part

=
=
=
=

4 + 3 = 7
part

part
whole

whole

whole

part

part

9

4.

9

10

3.

8 – 6 =
part

whole

+

=
part

part

part

whole

10 – 5 =

whole

part

+
part

whole

whole

part

+
part

whole

7.
whole

part

+
part

part

whole

part

whole

part

+
whole

part

+

part

=
part

whole

9.

=
part

whole

=

9 – 5 =
part

whole

6 – 5 =
part

8.

8 – 4 =

part

=
part

6.

=
part

part

7 – 4 =
part

part

+

=
part

5.

9 – 6 =

whole

part

part

part

6 – 2 =
whole

part

part

+

=
whole

part

part

=
part

whole

Student Workbook page

part

part

+

part

Part

part

2.

5 – 2 =

part

4.

Part

part

Subtract. Then add to check if you subtracted correctly.

whole

part

Whole

Chapter 1

Part

=
=
=
=

7 – 3 = 4
whole

Then we add back the parts. If we
get the whole that we started with, we
know we subtracted correctly.

Student Workbook page

3.

Part

When we subtract, we take away one
part from the whole. The other part is
the difference.

Whole

Whole

Part

We can use addition to check if we subtracted correctly.

When we add,
we begin with a part.
When we subtract,
we begin with the whole.

Complete each math puzzle. Write four
number sentences for each math puzzle.

10

On the board write 9 - 7 = 2. Ask: Can you tell me what number sentence we can use to check if this is correct? [2 + 7 = ___ – the sum is 9] We
got the same whole number, so we know that it’s correct. In the same way, solve and check 6 - 5.
Write 7 - 4 = 2 on the board. Ask a student to tell what number sentence you can write to check if it is correct. [4 + 2 = ___] How much is 4
+ 2? [6] Something is wrong. We don’t have the same whole number. Can anyone figure out what went wrong? [Have the students explain the
mistake and how to correct it.]
Write a few more subtraction equations on the board, and check them with addition equations.
Summarize: When we subtract, we take away one part from the whole. The other part is the difference. To check if we subtracted correctly, we
can add back the parts to see if we get the whole that we started with.

STUDENT TEACHER:
Divide the class into pairs. Give each student two index cards. Have the students write a subtraction sentence on each card, including the
difference. (You may suggest that they write one equation that is not true.) Then have each student exchange cards with his/her partner.
Have the students check their partners’ subtraction by writing an addition sentence on the back of each card. Then have the pairs discuss
the results.
Some points for discussion: Do the numbers match? Are all the numbers in the same number family? Are the whole number and the parts
the same for both number sentences?
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

CONCLUSION:

CLOSING STATEMENT:

Today we reviewed number families – numbers that belong together. We also learned something
new – to check our subtraction work by adding the parts back together to see if we get the same
whole.

Who can tell us what we learned today?
[Accept relevant answers.] Today
we learned about number families
– numbers that belong together. We
also checked our subtraction work by
writing matching addition sentences.
Tomorrow we will practice adding and
subtracting.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 9-10
Page 9: Read and discuss the text at the top of the page. Read the directions. Point out
the words printed in the puzzles and in the number sentences. Complete the first example
together. Then have the students complete the page on their own. Review the page together.

Page 10: Read and discuss the demonstration at the top of the page. Read the directions.
Have the class complete the page independently. Review their work together.
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1.6

Chapter 1 Lesson 6: Mixed Practice: Addition and Subtraction Through Ten

GOAL:
Students will review addition and
subtraction.
Students will choose the correct
operation to complete an equation.
Students will add to check whether
they have subtracted correctly.
Students will solve story problems
using math puzzles and simple
math drawings.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Today we will review adding and
subtracting. We will also decide when
to add and when to subtract.

THINKING TRIGGER:
Write the numbers 4, 5, and 9 on the
board. Ask the class to think of math
stories that use these numbers.
Encourage students to suggest
stories that include both adding
together and taking away. For some
of the stories, draw pictures on the
board that show the stories. (For
example, for a story about having
nine cupcakes and eating four, draw
nine cupcakes and cross off four of
them.)

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Choosing the correct operation
Point to one of the stories you drew on the board. Ask a student to retell the story. Have
the class help you write the corresponding number sentence.
Ask the students whether to add or subtract and how they decided that. Remind them
that when groups are put together we add, and when a group is taken away we subtract.
Do the same for the other stories you drew.

II. Practicing the skill
Write 6 __ 3 = 3 and 6 __ 3 = 9. Ask the students to help you decide which sign to fill in
for each number sentence and how they decided. If needed, point out that when the
answer is a larger number, we know that we added, and when it is a smaller number,
we know that we subtracted. Discuss why this is so. Repeat this with additional number
sentences.

III. Adding and subtracting without visual aids
Now let’s solve some addition and subtraction problems without using Dot Cards.
Write 6 + 4 = ___ on the board. Ask a student to describe his/her thinking or visualization
process to solve the problem. Write the sum. Repeat this with 4 + 4, 3 + 6, 9 - 2, 10 - 3,
5 - 4, and 7 - 5.

IV. Checking subtraction with addition
On the board write 8 - 3 = ___. Ask a student to tell what the difference is. Ask: How can
we check to see if we subtracted correctly? What number sentence shall we write to check
our work? [Draw an equation format and fill it in: 5 + 3 = 8.] In the same way, solve and

18
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check 6 - 3 and 7 - 4.
V. Using math puzzles to solve story problems
Tell a story: In my pencil case I have three regular pencils and six colored pencils.
How many pencils do I have in all? [Place or draw a math puzzle on the board.] Let’s
use this puzzle to solve the story. We know that there are three regular pencils. Is that
the whole or a part? [part] [Fill in the puzzle as you go along.] There are six colored
pencils. Is that the whole or a part? [also a part] What information is missing? [the
whole; how many pencils in all] I will draw a question mark (?) in the whole to show
that the whole is missing. How can we find the whole? [add] We will add the two
parts to find the whole. [Write the equation 3 + 6 = ___, and solve.] Now we know
that the whole is nine. [Write = 9 in the whole.] There are nine pencils in all.
Tell another story: I have a wallet with ten coins. Four of the coins are nickels. The rest of the coins are dimes. Can you figure out how
many dimes I have?
Place or draw a math puzzle on the board, and fill it in as you go along. Say: Let’s use this puzzle to help us. [Repeat the story in
short and ask:] We know that there are ten coins in the wallet. Is that the whole or a part? [whole; it’s all the coins together] Four of
the coins are nickels. Is that the whole or a part? [part; it’s some of the coins] What information is missing? [the other part; the coins
that are dimes] I will make a question mark (?) in the other part to show that it is missing. How can we find the other part? [subtract
the part that we do know] When we have the whole and one part, we subtract to find the missing part. [Write the equation 10 – 4
= ___, and solve.] Now we know that the other part is six. [Write = 6 in the piece with the missing part.] There are six dimes in the
wallet.
Here is another story: Sandy had a bag of grapes. He ate two of them. Now there are three grapes left. How many grapes did he have
before? [Place or draw a math puzzle, and fill it in together. Write an equation and solve.] There were five grapes.
Tell another story: There are four notebooks in Kim’s backpack. One is blue and the rest are green. How many green notebooks does
she have? [Place or draw a math puzzle, and fill it in together. Write an equation, and solve.] She has three green notebooks.

Mixed Practice: Addition and
Subtraction Through Ten

Name

Write the correct sign.
1.

Subtract. Then add to check if you subtracted correctly.
2.

6
3
9

3.

7
3
10

7
3
4

6
3
3

1.

5
4
9

2.

6 – 3 =

5
4
1

whole

part

+
part

Add.
4.

part

5.

5
+5

6.

3
+6

7.

4
+5

8.

0
+ 10

whole

part

part

+

=
part

whole

4.

2
+6

3.

8 – 5 =

10 – 4 =
part

whole

part

+

part

part

whole

part

+
whole

part

=
part

whole

Drawings shown
are not part of the
students' page.
They are shown as
students' possible
solution.

6.

=
part

part

whole

7 – 3 =
part

part

+

5.

9 – 4 =

whole

=

part

8 – 3 =
part

whole

part

part

part

+

=
whole

part

=
part

whole

Subtract.
9.

8
–4

10.

6
–5

11.

7
–3

12.

9
–5

13.

Fill in the math puzzle, and write a number sentence to solve.
Then make a simple math drawing to show the story.

5
–2

19.

5
+6

15.

10
–8

8 20. 3
–3
+3

16.

21.

9
–3

17.

6
–4

Lesson 6

6
+4

4 22. 7 23. 2
–2
–7
+8

24. The answer to an addition fact is called a
25. The answer to a subtraction fact is called a
Chapter 1

18.

.
.
11

11

fell

Whole
Part

Part

=

bag

8. There are 6 children in the Green family.
4 children are girls. How many are
boys? ___ children

Whole
Part

g

b

12

Part

=

Student Workbook page

14.

Student Workbook page

Add or subtract.

7. Carlos opened his pack of baby carrots.
2 carrots fell out. Now there are 6 baby
carrots in the bag. How many carrots
were in the closed pack? ___ carrots

12

VI: Using simple math drawings to solve story problems
Here is another story. This time we will use simple math drawings to show the story. Who remembers what simple math drawings are? [simple
shapes and figures that represent the items in the story.] We will draw together. I will draw on the board, and you draw on your own papers.
[If necessary, distribute blank papers.]
There are six apple trees and three pear trees growing in an orchard. How many trees are there in all? What shall we use to show the apple trees?
[Accept suggestions.] How many should we draw? [6] [Draw the figures as you go along.] What should we use for the pear trees? [Accept
suggestions.] How many should we draw? [3] Now let's draw a circle around all the trees to show that these are all the trees there are. How many
are there in all? [9] What is the number sentence? [6 + 3 = 9]
There are ten trees in the citrus section of the orchard. Five are orange trees and the rest are grapefruit trees. How many grapefruit trees are there?
You draw on your papers while I draw on the board. What drawings should we use to show the trees? [Accept suggestions.] How many should
we draw? [10] How should we show the orange trees? [circle five of the trees and label them “o” for orange] The rest are grapefruit trees, let's
label then "g". How many grapefruit trees are there? [5]
Let’s fill in a math puzzle to show what we did. [Place or draw a blank math puzzle and fill it in together.]

STUDENT TEACHER:
Write an addition equation on the board. Call up three students. Have the first student tell a story about the numbers, have the second
student draw the story using simple math drawings, and have the third fill in a math puzzle. Repeat this
with a subtraction equation.
CLOSING STATEMENT:
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

CONCLUSION:

Now we’ve reviewed addition and subtraction and solved story problems.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 11-12
Page 11: Examples 1-3: Read the directions. Have the class complete the section independently.
Examples 4-23: Read each set of directions. For examples 14-23 you may suggest that the students first
mark off all the addition examples and solve those, and then solve the subtraction examples.
Examples 24-25: Read each sentence and have the students fill in the blank. Review the page together.

Who can tell us what we
learned today? [Accept
relevant
answers.]
Today we reviewed
adding and subtracting
with numbers to ten.
Tomorrow we will add
with teen numbers.

Page 12: Examples 1-6: Read the directions, and have the students complete the section on their own.
Examples 7-8: Read the stories together. You can either fill in the math puzzles and solve together, or
have the students complete the section on their own. Review the students’ work together.
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1.7

Chapter 1 Lesson 7: Adding to Teen Numbers

GOAL:
Students will solve addition
equations in which one addend and
the sum are teen numbers.
Materials needed: addition equation

cards with equations learned in this
lesson; blank sheets of paper; model
dime, nickel, and penny

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Teen numbers
List the numbers 11-19 on the board. Read the list together and ask: What is
special about these numbers? [Encourage students to suggest as many common
characteristics as possible. List them on the board. Include: teen numbers; two
digits; each has a ten and ones.]
Display the Teen Dot Cards and discuss what they show: Each has a ten and ones.
Together with the class, tell the number each Dot Card shows.

II. Adding to teen numbers using Dot Cards and counters
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
So far we’ve added numbers with
sums up to ten. Today we will use
what we know about that to add to
teen numbers.

THINKING TRIGGER:
What are teen numbers?

Write the equation pair: 14 + 3 and 4 + 3. Discuss how they are similar (both
equations have the same number of ones) and how they are different (14 + 3
has a ten).
Show the equations with Dot Cards, and solve. Say: The sums are also similar.
Each sum has seven ones, but the sum of the first number sentence also has a ten, so
it equals 17.
Write 15 + 4. Say: I’m going to use what I know to help me find the sum. [Write 5 +
4.] I know that 5 + 4 equals 9. [Fill in the sum.] I know that 15 + 4 is similar, but it has
a ten. If 5 + 4 = 9, then 15 + 4 = 19. [Use Dot Cards to show the equations.]
We used 5 + 4 as a helping number sentence to help us solve 15 + 4.

III. Using a number sentence to help
Now let’s try this without the Dot Cards. [Write 13 + 5 and draw a number-sentence
format underneath it (see p. 13 of the Student’s Edition).] Which number sentence
that we know can help us solve this? [3 + 5 or 5 + 3] [Fill in the number-sentence
format.] What is the sum of 3 + 5? [8] [Fill in the sum.] If we know that 3 + 5 = 8, then
we know that 13 + 5 = 18. [Fill in the sum: 18.] Repeat with 14 + 5 and 12 + 3. Solve
using the thinking process described above.
Write 10 + 5 on the board. Ask: Do we need a number sentence to help us solve this?
[no; we just need to add the ones] [Ask a student to solve this and fill in the sum.]

IV. Adding by counting on

Write 13 + 3. Ask: How would you solve this? Would you think of a helping sentence,
or would you count on? [Point out that either way is correct, and solve the equation
both ways.]

V. Adding mentally
Now we will have a challenge. [Write 14 + 4 = ___ on the board.] Can you tell us
the sum without having us write a helping number sentence? Just think of it in your
head. What is the sum? [18] What number sentence did you think of? [4 + 4 = 8]
Do the same for 11 + 3 and 13 + 4.
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Write 16 + 2 on the board. Ask: How much are we adding here? [2] We are adding
just 2. We can count on two to find the sum. We begin with 16 and count on: 17, 18.
[Fill in the sum.] When adding a small number to a teen number, we can also count
on to find the sum. Repeat with 18 + 1.

Adding to Teen Numbers

Name

Add.

Practice.
1.

1
+5

2.

3.

11
+5

4
+3

4.

14
+3

5.

6.

2
+7

1.

2.

14 + 3 = ___

12
+7

5.

6.

13 + 5 = ___
7.

3
+5

8.

9.

13
+5

1
+6

10.

11
+6

11.

12.

3
+3

13
+3

9.

13.

+

18.

=

Lesson 7

=

=

14 + 4 =
+

12.

14 + 5 = ___
16.

11 + 4 = ___

16 + 3 = ___
16.

13 + 6 = ___

14 + 4 = ___

Write the number sentence and solve.

13 + 6 =
+

12 + 6 = ___

=
13

17. Rap has 1
dime.
His Dad gives him a
nickel.
How much money does he have?

18.

13

14

¢

Number sentence
dime and 4
pennies
Kim has1
He has
¢
Brian has 2¢ more than Kim.
¢
How much money does Brian have?
Number sentence

Student Workbook page

Chapter 1

=

12 + 5 =
+

+
16.

11 + 7 =
+

17.

=

15 + 4 =

8.

11.

14.

17 + 2 =___

11 + 8 = ___

13 + 4 = ___

12 + 2 = ___

Student Workbook page

15.

14.

12 + 6 =

7.

10.

13.

4.

15 + 4 =___

12 + 4 = ___

10 + 9 = ___

Write the number sentence that will help solve the example.
Solve.

3.

10 + 6 = ___

14

STUDENT TEACHER:
Divide the class into pairs. Give each pair a sheet of paper and two teen addition equation cards. Have the partners write the
teen equations and solve them, either by using number sentences to help, or by counting on. Have the partners share and
compare their thinking processes.

CONCLUSION:
Now we added to teen numbers. We can think of a number sentence to help, or we can count on to find the sum.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 13-14
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Page 13: Examples 1-12: Read the directions. Ask a student to explain the connection
between the two number sentences in each box. Have the class complete the section
independently.
Examples 13-18: Read the directions, and have the students complete the section on
their own. Review the page together.
Page 14: Examples 1-16: Read the directions, and have the students solve the problems
on their own.
Examples 17-18: On the board place a sample penny, nickel, and dime. Ask students to
tell you the value of each, and write it under the coin. Read each story problem. Choose
the appropriate coins and place them in the middle of the board. Ask a student to help
you write the number sentence. Solve it together.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
Who can tell us what we learned
today?
[Accept
relevant
answers.] Today we added to
teen numbers. We used Dot
Cards and thought of number
sentences that help us. Tomorrow
we will add numbers with sums
that are more than ten.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 8: Adding in Two Steps

GOAL:
Students will solve equations with
sums that are teen numbers, using
two steps.
Materials needed: blank papers;
colored stickers; Teen Dot Boards
and counters

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Yesterday we learned about number
sentences with teen numbers. Today
we will learn about adding numbers
whose sums are teen numbers. We
will add in two steps.

THINKING TRIGGER:
Write the equation 9 + 7 = ___ on
the board. Ask: How can we show
this on a Teen Dot Board? [Accept
answers.]

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Exploring making a ten
Hand out a blank paper and the following set of stickers to each student: seven
blue, four red, and three green. Say: Let’s stick these onto our papers in a way that
will make it easy to see how many we have in all. What do you think is the best way
to do that? [Accept suggestions.] Let’s first put together some of the stickers to make
a ten. Which groups of stickers together make ten? [blue and green] [On the board,
demonstrate placing those stickers in a Dot Card format.] Now let’s put the other
stickers next to them. Can you see how many we have in all? [14]
Hand out a set of eight yellow and three orange stickers. Say: Use the other side
of the paper to stick these down in a way that makes it easy to see how many there
are. Remember, it’s a good idea to first make a ten. [Have some students share their
work with the class.]

II. Using Dot Boards to make a ten
Distribute a Teen Dot Board and 16 counters to each student. Place the 9+ Dot
Board on the board, and put six white counters on the right side of the Dot Board.
Instruct the class to do the same on their Dot Boards (nine black counters on the
ten side and six white counters on the ones side). Ask: What number sentence
does this show? [9 + 6] [Write the equation on the board.] We have nine black
counters and six white counters. Try to make a ten on your Dot Board to solve this
equation. [Allow students time to do so. Ask some of them to tell what they did.
Move a white counter over to the ten side of the Dot Board, and have the class
do the same.] How many counters are there on each side? [10 on the ten side and 5
on the ones side] How many are there altogether? [15] Now that we’ve filled the ten
side of the board, it’s easy to see how many there are in all. How much is 9 + 6? [15]
[Fill in the sum. Repeat this activity with 8 + 8, and stress that when you make a
ten first, you can easily see how many there are in all.]

III. Adding without moving counters

IV. Writing “break-apart numbers”
Write 8 + 5 on the board, and show it on a Dot Board with counters. Say: I see that this equals more than ten. First we need to make
a ten. How many more do we need to make a ten? [2] We will break apart the 5 to get those two more. [Turn two counters over to
the black side.] Three counters stayed white. We broke apart the 5 into 2 and 3. [Under the 5, draw two spaces for the break-apart
numbers (see page 15 in the Student’s Edition), and write in 2 and 3.] 2 and 3 are our break-apart numbers. What is the sum? How
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Write the equation 8 + 6 = ___ on the board. Place six white counters on the right side of the 8+ Dot Board. Have the students
set up their Dot Boards in the same way. Ask: What number sentence does this show? [8 + 6] How many more counters does 8 need
to make ten? [2] Let’s do something different. Let’s think of how we can show this without moving any counters to another place.
How can we leave the counters in their places and still make a ten? [Accept suggestions. Then, on the board, turn over the upper
two white counters and say:] We can turn these counters over to their black side to show that we need them to make the ten, and
we can draw an arrow to show that they are “flying over” to make the ten. [Draw an arrow from the turned-over black counters on
the ones side to the empty spaces on the ten side of the Dot Board.] Now I don’t need to move the counters over. I can leave them
in their places, turn them over to the black side, and imagine that they are “flying over” to make a ten. [Have the students similarly
turn the upper two white counters to the black side and draw an arrow to show them “flying over” to make the ten.] Can you
see how many counters stayed white? [4] How many do we have altogether? [14] [Write the sum.] Repeat this with 7 + 5.

Adding in Two Steps

Name

Color the dots and draw an arrow to make a ten.
Fill in the break-apart numbers and write the sum.

When the sum will be more than 10, we add
in two steps:
First we add to make a ten.
Then we add the rest to the ten to get the sum.

8 + 6 = 14
2 4

to make ten

1.

the rest

1.

2.

9+8=

to make ten

the rest

5.

7+6=
the rest

to make ten

the rest

6.

8+5=
to make ten

the rest

Lesson 8

the rest

4.

9+6=

6+6=
to make ten

15

to make ten

7+7=

the rest

to make ten

5.

6+5=
to make ten

the rest

the rest

6.

8+8=
to make ten

7+4=

the rest

to make ten

the rest

Write the number sentence and solve.
7. On Sunday Bob read 8 pages.

On Monday he read 6 more pages.
How many pages did Bob read in all?
Number sentence

the rest

15

7+5=

16

pages

Student Workbook page

4.

Chapter 1

8+7=

the rest

to make ten

3.

Student Workbook page

9+9=

to make ten

3.

We break apart the 6.
2 and 4 are the break-apart numbers.

Color the dots and draw an arrow to make a ten.
Fill in the break-apart numbers and write the sum.

to make ten

2.

16

much is 8 + 5? [13] We have 13 in all. [Fill in the sum and repeat, pointing to the numbers on the board as you speak:] We had
8 + 5. We needed to make a ten. We broke apart the 5 into 2 and 3. 8 plus 2 equals 10, and 3 more equals 13 – 13 in all. [Repeat the
process with 7 + 4 and 9 + 7.]

STUDENT TEACHER:
On the board, write 8 + 7, and place the 8+ Dot Board with seven white counters next to it. Have a student explain the make-aten process and write the break-apart numbers. Repeat with 9 + 8 and 6 + 5.

CONCLUSION:
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Today we added numbers using two steps. We found sums by first making a ten and then adding the rest. Then we wrote break-apart
number sentences to show what we were thinking.
CLOSING STATEMENT:

USING THE BOOK: Pages 15-16
Page15: Have the class look at the demonstration at the top of the page. Read the headings
and discuss what is shown.
Read the directions. Have the class complete the page independently, and review it together.
Page16: Examples 1-6: Read the directions. Have the students complete the section on their
own.

Who can tell us what we
learned today? [Accept
relevant answers.] Today
we learned to add two
numbers whose sum is a
teen number. Tomorrow
we will practice this more.

Example 7: Read the story problem. Discuss and solve it together. Review the page with the
class.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 9: Practice: Addition with Teen Sums

GOAL:
Students will practice addition with
sums that are teen numbers.
Materials needed: small squares of
paper (three per student)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Yesterday we added numbers using
two steps. We found sums by first
making a ten and then adding the
rest. Today we will practice this more.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Adding in two steps
On the board, write 8 + 7 = ___, and place the 8+ Dot Board and seven white counters
next to it. Under the 7 draw two spaces for the break-apart numbers. Ask: How many
more do we need to add to the 8 to make a ten? [2] Let’s pretend the 2 white counters are
flying over to make a ten. How many counters stay white after we make a ten? [5] What
are the break-apart numbers? [2 , 5] [Write 2 and 5 in the spaces under the 7.] What is
the sum? How much is 8 + 7? [15] [Fill in the sum and repeat, pointing to the numbers
on the board as you speak:] We had 8 + 7. We needed to make a ten. We broke apart
the 7 into 2 and 5. 8 plus 2 equals 10, and 5 more equals 15.

Repeat the process with 9 + 5 and 7 + 4.

II. Deciding whether the sum is more than ten
Write 7 + 2 = ___ and 7 + 5 = ___ on the board. Ask: Does 7 + 2 equal more than
10? [no; it equals only 9] Does 7 + 5 equal more than 10? [yes] How do you know
that? [7 + 3 = 10; 7 + 5 is more than that]

THINKING TRIGGER:
Yesterday we talked about adding
in two steps, using break-apart
numbers. When do we add in this
way?

For which of these number sentences would we use break-apart numbers? [7 + 5]
When the sum will be more than 10, it is easier to break apart the second addend to
first make ten and then add the rest to the ten. [Solve 7 + 5 using a Dot Board and
counters, and write the break-apart numbers.]
In the same way, write 8 + 2 and 8 + 5 on the board, decide which has a sum that
is more than ten, and solve that equation as above.
Give each student three small squares of paper. Write the number 7 on the
board. Ask the students to write a (single-digit) number on one of their papers
that, when added to the number on the board, will equal more than ten. Ask the
students to show their numbers by raising them above their heads. Choose a
few numbers to add, write the equations on the board, and solve them together.
Write the number 6 on the board. Ask the students to write a number on their
second paper that, when added to the number on the board, will equal less than
ten. Continue as above.
Repeat this activity using the third paper, and the backs of the squares of paper,
as per the class’s need for practice.

III. Practice

Write 4 + 8. Ask: Which Dot Board should we use to help us solve this problem?
[the 8+ Dot Board] Why? [because it’s easier to think of the greater addend first]
[Continue as above. Repeat with 2 + 9.]
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Place the First-Addend Dot Boards on the board. Write 7 + 6 = ___. Ask: Which
Dot Board should we use to help us solve this problem? [the 7+ Dot Board] This time
we won’t use white counters for the second addend. Instead, we will pretend. How
many white counters would we need? [6] How many do we need to make 10? [3]
Let’s imagine turning over three white counters. Now let’s add the rest. What is the
sum? [13] Repeat with 8 + 5, 9 + 7, and 6 + 5.

Practice: Addition with
Teen Sums

Name

Color the dots and draw an arrow to make a ten.
Fill in the break-apart numbers and write the sum.
1.

2.

9+9=
to make ten

3.

8+7=

the rest

Cirlce each number sentence whose sum is more than ten.
Add.

to make ten

9+6=

the rest

to make ten

5.
6.

15.

Chapter 1

3+9=
5+7=
6+7=
4+7=

8.
9.
16.
17.
18.

6+8=
7+8=
5+6=
6+6=
4+6=

Lesson 9

11.
12.
19.
20.
21.

2.

6
+5

3.

8
+1

4.

8
+4

5.

9
+9

6.

7
+2

7.

8
+9

8.

6
+4

9

7
+5

10.

4
+4

11.

9
+7

12.

6
+9

13.

7
+3

14.

9
+5

15.

8
+6

16.

6
+2

17.

4
+7

18.

8
+7

7+9=
8+9=
4+9=
5+8=
4+8=
8+8=

17

17

LET’S WRITE

Explain how you solved 8 + 7.

Student Workbook page

14.

5+9=

3+8=

10.

Student Workbook page

13.

6+9=

7.

6
+3

the rest

Add. Remember: We can think of the greater number first.
4.

1.

18

18

STUDENT TEACHER:
On the board, write addition equations in which the second addend is greater than the first addend. Have students come up to
the board in turn to solve the equations. Have each student explain how he/she will solve the problem. Discuss with the class
whether it is an efficient method.

CONCLUSION:
Now we've practiced adding numbers with sums that are teen numbers. We added the numbers using two steps. We found the sum by
first making a ten and then adding the rest. Then we wrote the break-apart numbers to show what we were thinking.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 17-18
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

Pages 17-18: Read each set of directions. Have the students work independently while
you offer help as needed. Review their work together.
Let’s Write: Read the direction and discuss it. Have the students write the answer to the
question. Have some students share their answers with the class.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
Who can tell us what we
learned
today?
[Accept
relevant answers.] Today we
practiced adding numbers with
sums that are teen numbers.
Tomorrow we will add on
number lines.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 10: Using the Number Line to Add

GOAL:
Students will use an open number
line to show addition with two
numbers, by making two jumps:
one jump to the ten and another
jump to the sum.
Materials needed: “Bunny” – a small
toy rabbit or a rabbit cutout (drawing)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Yesterday we practiced adding
numbers in any order. Today we will
use a number line to show adding
numbers whose sums are teen
numbers.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Adding numbers that equal ten with one jump
Display the toy rabbit or the rabbit cutout. Ask: Remember Bunny? How does he
jump? [he jumps a few numbers at a time]
Write 5 + 5 = ___ on the board, and draw an open number line. (An open number
line is a line without a beginning or an end, and without numbers written on
it. It can be used to make jumps of various lengths. For examples, see pages
19-20 in the Student’s Edition.) Begin the number line with 5, and place Bunny
at that point. Say: Now Bunny wants to solve this on the number line. How many
does Bunny need to jump? [5 more] Remember that Bunny likes to jump the whole
number at once? Let’s help him make one big jump for the whole amount. [Have
Bunny make one long jump that would cover about five spaces. Draw the jump
and write in +5.] Bunny jumped five. On what number did he land? How much is 5
plus 5 more? [10] [Write in 10.] Now our number line shows 5 + 5 = 10. [Read the
equation and fill in the sum.]
Do the same with 7 + 3.

II Adding to ten with one jump
THINKING TRIGGER:
Write 9 + 6 = 15 on the board. Draw
an open number line. Ask: How do
you think can we show this number
sentence on a number line?

On the board, write 10 + 6 = ___, and draw an open number line next to it. Say:
Let’s help Bunny solve this number sentence. What number should we fill in at the
beginning of the number line? [10] [Write 10.] How many does Bunny need to jump?
[6] [Have Bunny make a jump of 6. Draw the jump, and write in +6.] On what
number did Bunny land? [16] Our sum is 16. [Write 16 at the end of the jump, and
fill in the sum in the equation.]
In the same way, use Bunny to show 10 + 8.

III. Making two jumps
On the board, write 8 + 7 = ___, and place the 8+ Dot Board with 7 white counters next to it. Review the process of making a
ten and then adding the rest to the ten. Draw spaces for the break-apart numbers, and ask the class help you fill them in. Say:
Now Bunny will show this on a number line.

Repeat the process with 7 + 5 and 9 + 7. For each, first solve with the Dot Board and counters and write the break-apart
numbers. Then have Bunny show it on the number line, and summarize as above.
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Draw an open number line, and begin the number line with 8, Say: Here we will start with 8, because it is the first addend. [Refer
to the Dot Card and the break-apart numbers as you continue.] How did we solve this number sentence? [in two steps; first we
added to ten, and then we added the rest to the ten] Bunny will also make two jumps to show the two steps. First he will jump to
10, then he will jump the rest, to the sum. How many white counters did we need to make a ten? [2] Bunny will make a jump of 2 to
get to ten. [Show a +2 jump on the number line.] On what number did we land? [10] [Write in the number ten.] Now Bunny will
make a jump of 5 to get to the sum. [Draw the second jump and label it +5.] On what number did we land? [15] [Write the sum (15)
at the end of the second jump.] First we made a jump of 2 to get to ten, and then we made a jump of 5 to get to the sum, 15. When
we first add to ten, and then add the rest of the number, it’s easy to find the sum. How many jumps did we make? [2] Bunny jumped
7 in two jumps: a jump of 2 and a jump of 5 – the same as the break-apart numbers.

Using the Number Line
to Add

Name

Complete the number line. Fill in the sum.

We make two jumps on the number line:
First we jump to the ten.
Then we jump the rest.

1.

+

+6

8+6=

+4

+2
8

10

6+5=

14

2.

+

Complete the number line. Fill in the sum.
1.

7+5=

+
3.

+

9+7=
2.

+

8+8=

3.

+

9+6=
4.

+

7+7=
Chapter 1

Lesson 10

19

19

Add.
4.

9
+8

5.

8
+7

6.

6
+6

7.

2
+9

8.

7
+7

9.

4
+8

10.

7
+6

11.

9
+9

12

4
+7

13.

8
+6

14.

9
+4

15.

8
+5

Student Workbook page

Student Workbook page

8+5=

20

20

STUDENT TEACHER:
Write the following equations on the board: 7 + 6, 9 + 8, 8 + 6, 7 + 7, 6 + 5, and 9 + 6. Divide the class into pairs. Give each
student a blank sheet of paper. Have each pair choose one equation to solve. Have one partner solve the equation using breakapart numbers, and have the other partner solve it on an open number line. Then have the partners compare their work; the
break-apart numbers and the numbers of the jumps, and the sums, should be the same. Have the partners switch roles to solve
another problem.

CONCLUSION:
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Today we showed addition with sums that are teen numbers on a number line. When the
sum is more than ten, we make two jumps: First we make a jump to get to the ten, and
then we make another jump to add the rest.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 19-20
Page 19: Read and discuss the demonstration on the top of the page.
Read the directions and complete the page together.
Page 20: Examples 1-3: Read the directions and have the students solve the section
on their own while you offer help as needed. Review the section together.
Examples 4-15: Read the directions. Remind them that they can think of Dot Cards,
break-apart numbers, or number lines. They can also use the Dot Card banner for
help.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we practiced showing addition
by making two jumps on a number
line. Tomorrow we will review the
different ways we add, and each of
you will decide on the way that is best
for you.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 11: Choosing a Way to Add

GOAL:
Students will choose the method
that they prefer when adding with
sums that are teen numbers.
MATERIALS
NEEDED:
three
sheets of paper for each student;
large timer, numbered cards, or
numbered flip-chart

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
We’ve learned different ways to add
to teen numbers. Today we will think
about those ways and decide which
way works best for each of us.

THINKING TRIGGER:
Write 8 + 6 = ___ on the board.
Ask: What are some ways we can
solve this? [Show the different ways,
but it is not necessary to solve the
equation.]

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Reviewing adding using Dot Cards
Write 7 + 7 on the board. Have the class tell you how to show it using a Dot Board
and counters.
II. Reviewing adding using a number line
Write 9 + 8 on the board. Have the class tell you how to show it on a number line.
III. Reviewing adding with break-apart numbers
Write 8 + 4 and solve together with the class: Discuss how to break apart the four
(2, 2), draw spaces for the break-apart numbers, and fill them in. Then write the
sum.
IV. Choosing a method to add
David, Michael, and Danny are friends. David’s sister Miriam said to the friends: I
have a challenge – a hard question for you. Let’s see if you can tell me the answer!
The question is: How much is 7 + 6? [Write 7 + 6 on the board.] David, Michael, and
Danny all thought for a moment, and then all three said at once: I know! It’s 13!
Miriam asked them: How did you figure it out so quickly?
David said: I thought about a picture of the Dot Card with counters, and I thought
about what it would look like to color in three dots to make a ten. 10 dots and 3 dots
more make 13! [Place a 7 + 6 Dot Card on the board.]
Michael said: I didn’t do it that way. I thought of breaking apart numbers to make a
ten. I thought that I need three to make a ten, and then another 3, which makes 13.
[Write the number sentence and the break-apart numbers on the board.]

Danny laughed and said: And I did something else! I thought of a number line. I started with seven, jumped three to the ten, and
three more to 13! [Draw and fill in a number line accordingly.] Point out that each friend used a different way to solve Miriam’s
equation, and that each one is correct. Everyone finds a way that works best for him or her.
Hand out three sheets of paper to each student. Have students draw an open number line on the first sheet of paper. Write 8 +
5 on the board. Have the students solve the problem using the number line, and when they are done have each of them mark
how long it took. (You can display a large digital stopwatch, or you can flip numbered cards at an even pace, so that they can
time themselves.) Tell the students to mark on their papers how long it took them to solve the equation using the number line.

Have students draw a blank double Dot Card on the third paper. Write 7 + 5 on the board, and have the class fill in the Dot Card
to solve it while you time them. Ask them to think about which way was easiest for them and which way was quickest. Point
out that easiest and quickest are not always the same, and that all the methods are good ones.
V. Applying the skill to story problems
I will tell a story. I want you to solve the problem on your paper by adding the way that works best for you. David has 8 blue marbles
and 5 green marbles. How many does he have altogether?
Give the students time to write the number sentence and solve the problem using one of the methods they learned. Then ask
a few students to describe how they chose to solve it and why. You can repeat this activity with another story.
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Write 9 + 7 on the board. Have the class solve the problem using break-apart numbers on the second sheet of paper, while you
time them. Have them write on their papers how long it took them to solve it.

Choosing a Way to Add

Name

Add. Choose the way that works best for you.

Which way works best for you?
Add.

I like to use the
break-apart
number sentence.

7+6=

1.

2.

9+7=

6+6=

7 + 6 = 13

I like to
use the
Dot Card.

3

to make ten

3

9+7=

the rest

to make ten

I like to use
the number
line.

6+6=

the rest

to make ten

+

the rest

+

+6
+3

7

+3

10

13

Circle the way that works best for you. Solve.
1.

2.

8+6=

the rest

+6

Chapter 1

Lesson 11

7+5=
to make ten

the rest

+5

21

9
+8

4.

4
+7

5.

7
+6

6.

6
+5

Write the number sentence and solve.

21

22

7.

7
+7

9. Pat had 8¢.

Her dad gave her a nickel.
How much money does she have now?

Number sentence

¢

8.

3
+8

Student Workbook page

to make ten

3.

Student Workbook page

8+6=

Add.

7+5=

22

STUDENT TEACHER:
Write 9 + 6 = on the board. Call up three students to solve it, each using a different method.

CONCLUSION:
Today we practiced different ways of adding and thought about which way works best for each of us.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 21-22

Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

Page 21: Read and discuss the demonstration at the top of the page. Point out that each girl solved the problem differently,
and that all the ways are correct.
CLOSING STATEMENT:
Read the directions. Have the students complete the page by deciding which method
Who can tell us what we learned
they will use and solving the equation in the way they have chosen. Review the page
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
together, calling on different students to share, discussing which method each student Today we solved addition examples
used.
using different ways: Dot Cards,
Page 22: Examples 1-2: Read the directions, and have the students complete the
section on their own.
Examples 3-8: Read the directions, and have the students complete the section on their
own. Remind them to use the method that works best for them.
Example 9: Read the story. Have the students solve it on their own.
Review the page. Ask students to tell which method they used for each example.

number lines, and break-apart
numbers. We thought about which
way works best for us. Tomorrow we

will learn something new: adding
three addends together.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 12: Adding Three Addends

GOAL:
Students will find the sum of three
addends.
Materials needed: blank sheets of
paper; dice

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
We’ve already learned that we can
add numbers in any order. Today
we will learn to add three numbers
together. We will see that we can do
this in the order that seems easiest to
us.

Note: This is a new skill for your students. While the concepts behind this lesson
were taught in first grade, the skill was not.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Introducing the concept through a story
Some friends went to a store to buy prizes. They needed to buy 18 prizes in all. They
chose 8 pencils, 3 key chains, and 7 Super Balls. [Draw or list the prizes on the board
and write the amount they bought under each prize.] Now the friends need to
see if they have enough prizes. Can you help them figure out how many prizes they
bought in all? There were 8 pencils, 3 key chains, and 7 Super Balls.
Write a number sentence (8 + 3 + 7 = ___), and accept suggestions for how to
add the numbers together. Encourage using a variety of ways. Point out that the
sum will be the same no matter in what order the numbers are added.
8 + 3 + 7 = 18. 18 prizes in all. The friends have enough prizes!

II. Making a ten
THINKING TRIGGER:
Did you ever need to add more than
two numbers together? How did you
do that?

Write 5 + 5 + 8 = ___, 9 + 4 + 1 = ___, and 3 + 6 + 7 = ___ on the board. Say: Each
of these equations have two numbers that make ten. When we add a few numbers
together, we can first check to see if we can make a ten. Once we have a ten, it’s
easy to add the third addend. [For each equation, ask the students which numbers
make ten, circle them, add them, and then add the third addend.]
On the side of the board write a list, beginning with:
When you add a few numbers… Look for numbers that make a ten

III. Doubles
Write 6 + 2 + 6 = ___ on the board. Ask: Are there numbers here that make a ten? [no] What else can we do? [Accept suggestions.]
I see a doubles fact. 6 + 6 is easy – it equals 12. I would first add these together. [Circle the sixes.] 6 + 6 = 12, plus 2 more equals 14.
When we see a doubles fact, we can add the doubles first.
On the board write: 2 + 7 + 7 = ___, 8 + 3 + 8 = ___, and 6 + 3 + 3 = ___. For each equation, ask the students to tell you which
numbers are doubles. Circle them and add them first, and then add the third addend. Write in the sums. Add to the list on the
board: Look for doubles facts

IV. Adding the two larger numbers first
Write 5 + 7 + 6 = ___. Say: There aren’t any numbers here that equal ten, and I don’t see any doubles. I will look for the two largest
numbers. [Circle 7 and 6.] 7 and 6 equal 13. 5 more equals 18.
On the board write: 2 + 4 + 7 = ___, 3 + 4 + 5 = ___, and 4 + 5 + 8 = ___. Have students tell you which numbers are the largest
numbers, circle those, and solve the equation together.

V. Practice
Review the list of methods on the board. Explain that adding in any order that they would like is also correct.
Add to the list: Add in any order
On the board, list: 3 + 8 + 3 = ___, 6 + 8 + 1 = ___, and 9 + 3 + 1 = ___. For each equation, decide which numbers to add first,
circle them, and solve the equation.
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On the list write: Add the two largest numbers first

Adding with Three
Addends

Name

These are Team A’s points.
Add to find the total.
4 7 3

I first added to
make a ten.

1.

4 + 7 +3=
10

+

14

4

=

+

points
14

3.

I first added
to make a
doubles fact.
Kelly

Bella

4 + 7 +3=
7

+

14

7

=

+

14

2.

7 + 4 +5=
+
=

7 + 4 +5=
+
=

3.

1 + 8 +9=
+
=

1 + 8 +9=
+
=

Chapter 1

Lesson 12

7 + 5 +1=

=

+
6.

=

3 + 6 +6=

=

+

=

23

23

7.

5 + 3 +4=

8.

7 + 6 +2=

9.

5 + 8 +5=

10.

4 + 8 +5=

11.

8 + 3 +8=

12.

9 + 6 +2=

13.

1 + 7 +6=

14.

6 + 4 +9=

Write the number sentence. Solve.
15. Judy has a collection of buttons.
She has 8 red buttons, 4 green buttons, and 3 purple
buttons.
buttons
How many buttons does Judy have?

+

+

=

Student Workbook page

8 + 7 +2=
+
=

Student Workbook page

Cirlce the addends you will add first.
Write the new number sentence and solve.
Then solve again in a different order.

8 + 7 +2=
+
=

4.

=

Add.

We can add in any order and get the same sum.

1.

+

8 + 5 +6=

points

8 + 6 +3=

=

7 + 9 +2=
+

5.

2.

6 + 5 +4=

Suzy

I added
the numbers
in order.

4 + 7 + 3 = 14 points
11 + 3 = 14

Cirlce the addends you will add first.
Write the new number sentence and solve.

24

24

STUDENT TEACHER:
Divide the class into groups of three, and give each student a blank sheet of paper and a die. Have each student in the group
roll his/her die and then write the number sentence to add all three numbers. Have each student in the group solve the same
equation, adding the numbers in the order they prefer. Then have the students take turns sharing in which order they solved
the equation. Repeat the activity for another round.

CONCLUSION:
Today we added three numbers together. We can add numbers in any order and get the same sum. We tried to make a ten, looked for
doubles facts, or added the largest numbers first.
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 23-24
Page 23: Read and discuss the demonstration at the top of the page.
Read the directions. Have the students work on their own while you offer help as needed.
Review their work together.
Page 24: Examples 1-14: Read each set of directions. Have the students complete the
sections on their own.
Example 15: Read the story together. Have the students solve it on their own.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we practiced adding three
numbers together. Tomorrow we
will subtract from teen numbers.

Review the page together.
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1.13

Chapter 1 Lesson 13: Subtracting from Teen Numbers
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:

GOAL:
Students will subtract single-digit
numbers from teen numbers.
subtraction
equation cards with equations
learned in this lesson; blank sheets
of paper
Materials

needed:

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
So far we’ve subtracted with
numbers that are less than ten.
Today we will use that to subtract
from teen numbers.

I. Using a number sentence to help
Refer to the equation on the board from the Thinking Trigger: 17 - 6. Next to it,
write 7 - 6. Ask: What is the same about these two number sentences? [they have
the same number of ones] What is different? [the first number sentence also has
a ten] Let’s use what we know to help us solve 17 - 6. We know that 7 - 6 is…? [1]
And we know that 17 - 6 is similar, but it has a ten. [Use Dot Cards to show the
equations.] The differences are also similar, but the difference of the first number
sentence will have a ten: If 7 - 6 = 1, then 17 - 6 = 11. 7 - 6 is our helping number
sentence to solve 17 - 6. [Elicit how this is similar to what they did previously, in an
addition lesson.]
Write 15 - 3 and 5 - 3 on the board. Say: I am going to use what I know to help me
solve this number sentence. [Point to the equation 5 - 3.] I know that 5 - 3 equals…?
[2] [Fill in the difference.] I know that 15 - 3 is similar, but it also has a ten. If 5 - 3
equals 2, then 15 - 3 equals…? [12]. [Use Dot Cards to show the equations.]

II. Practice
THINKING TRIGGER:
Write 17 - 6 on the board. Ask: How
would you solve this equation?

Write 17 - 5, and draw a number-sentence format underneath (see p. 25 of the
Student’s Edition). Ask: Which number sentence that we know can help us solve
this? [7 - 5] [Fill in the number-sentence format.]
How much is 7 - 5? [2] [Fill in the difference.] If we know that 7 - 5 equals 2, then we
know that 17 - 5 equals…? [12] [Fill in the difference: 12.]
Repeat as above with 15 - 4.

III. Subtracting mentally
Now we have a challenge. [Write 19 - 6 = ___ on the board.] Can you tell us the
difference without having us write a helping number sentence? Just think of it in
your head. What is the difference? [13] What number sentence did you think of to
help you find the difference? [9 - 6= 3]
Repeat with 18 - 5.

IV. Counting back to subtract

When we’re subtracting a small number, we can also count back to find the difference.
Repeat with 19 - 3.
Write 16 - 3. Ask: How would you solve this? Would you think of a helping number
sentence, or would you count back? [Point out that either way is correct, and solve
the equation both ways.]
Practice counting back from 19 to 11 with your class.
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Write 17 - 2 on the board. Ask: How much are we subtracting here? [2] We are
subtracting just 2. We can count back two to find the difference. We begin with 17.
We take away one and have 16, and we take away another one and we are left with
15. 17 - 2 = 15

Subtracting from Teen
Numbers

Name

Subtract.

Subtract.
1.

8
–4

2.

3.

18
–4

6
–5

4.

16
–5

5.

6.

7
–3

1.

17
–3

2.

15 – 3 = ___
5.

7.

9
–4

8.

9.

19
–4

4
–3

10.

14
–3

11.

12.

5
–4

6.

16 – 5 = ___

15
–4

9.

13.

18 – 6 =

14.

8.

19 – 8 = ___
11.

16 – 4 = ___
14.

14 – 2 = ___

17 – 2 = ___

7.

10.

13.

4.

18 – 7 = ___

17 – 4 = ___

15 – 5 = ___
Write the number sentence that will help you solve the example.
Solve.

3.

19 – 6 = ___

12.

18 – 5 = ___
15.

19 – 4 = ___

18 – 6 = ___
19 – 3 = ___
16.

17 – 5 = ___

16 – 1 = ___

Write the number sentence and solve.

17 – 4 =

17.

19 – 5 =
–

17.

Chapter 1

16.

=

19 – 7 =
–

–

18 – 5 =
–

18.

=

Lesson 13

=

=

17 – 6 =
–

=
25

Leo has 18 stamps in his collection.
Albert has 4 fewer stamps than Leo.
How many stamps does Albert have?

18.

25

26

stamps

Number sentence
There were 15 birds on the rock.
4 birds flew away.
How many birds stayed on the rock?

birds

Number sentence

Student Workbook page

15.

=

Student Workbook page

–

26

STUDENT TEACHER:
Divide the class into pairs. Give each pair two sheets of paper and two teen subtraction flash cards. Have each of the partners
write both equations on their papers and solve them, either by using helping number sentences to help, or by counting back.
Have the students explain their thinking processes to their partners.

CONCLUSION:
Today we subtracted from teen numbers. We can think of a number sentence to help, or we can count back to find the difference.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 25-26
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

Page 25: Examples 1-12: Read the directions. Ask a student to explain the connection
between the two number sentences in each box. Have the class complete the section
independently.
Examples 13-18: Read the directions, and have the students complete the section on
their own. Review the page together.
Page 25: Examples 1-16: Read the directions, and have the students solve the problems
on their own.
Examples 17-18: Read each story and discuss it with the class. Have the students solve
the problems on their own. Review the page together.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we subtracted from teen
numbers. We used Dot Cards and
thought of number sentences that
help us. Tomorrow we will subtract
in two steps.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 14: Subtracting in Two Steps

GOAL:
Students will subtract from teen
numbers in two steps.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Yesterday we subtracted ones from
teen numbers. Today we will subtract
more than the ones that there are in
the teen number. We will subtract in
two steps.

THINKING TRIGGER:
Write 12 - 4 = ___ on the board, and
place Dot Card-12 next to it. Ask:
How can we show this on the Dot
Card? Which dots should we cross off?

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Subtracting with Dot Cards
Place Dot Card-13 on the board, and next to it write 13 - 4 =___. Read the
equation and say: We need to subtract 4. Can we cross off all four dots from only
the ones side? [no, we have only three dots on the ones side] How can we show
this number sentence? [Discuss students’ suggestions. Then explain:] We need to
subtract more than the ones we have; we need to cross off dots on both sides. First
we cross off all the dots on the ones side. Let’s cross off the three ones. [Cross them
off.] Are we done? [no] Why not? [we need to subtract 4, and we’ve crossed off
only 3] How many more do we need to cross off? [1] We need to cross off one more
dot from the ten side. [Cross off one dot from the ten.] What is the difference? [9]
[Write the difference.] We subtracted 4 in two steps: First we crossed off the three
dots on the ones side, and then we crossed off one more from the ten.
In the same way, show 14 - 6: Cross off all the dots on the ones side, then cross off
two more dots from the ten side, and discuss what was done: First you crossed
off four dots to get to the ten, and then you crossed off two more dots from the
ten side to get the difference.
Refer to the equation from the Thinking Trigger: 12 - 4. Ask: How do you think we
should show this equation with Dot Cards? [Accept answers; then first cross off all
the ones, and cross off two dots from the ten side to get the difference of 8.]

II. Writing break-apart numbers
Do you remember our break-apart numbers from addition? We wrote what numbers
we thought of when we added. Let’s write the break-apart numbers for these
subtraction problems that we just did. [Point to 13 - 4 = 9.] How did we subtract?
First we crossed off [Point to the three dots.] three to get to ten, and then we crossed
off another one from the ten. Instead of crossing off four dots, we thought of crossing
off three and then one. Our break-apart numbers are 3 and 1. [Draw spaces for the
break-apart numbers, and fill them in accordingly.]
Repeat for 14 - 6 and 12 - 4.

III. Practicing the skill

In the same way, solve 13 - 6, 15 - 6, 11 - 3, and 12 - 5. For each equation, have
students tell you how to show the number sentence on a Dot Card and what the
break-apart numbers are.

STUDENT TEACHER:
On the board, write three equations similar to those above. Have students show
them with Dot Cards and fill in the break-apart numbers. Help them explain their
thinking processes.
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On the board, write 17 - 8 = ___ in a break-apart number-sentence format. Ask
the class to tell you how to show it using Dot Cards: Show 17, cross off seven dots
to get to 10, and then cross off one more. Fill in the break-apart numbers, and
write the difference.

Subtracting in Two Steps

Name

When we subtract more than the ones we
have, we subtract in two steps.
First we subtract all the ones and get to ten.
Then we subtract the rest from the ten to
find the difference.

15 – 6 = 9
5 1
to get ten

the rest

Cross off the dots you need to subtract.
Fill in the break-apart numbers and write the difference.
1.

2.

16 – 7 =

3.

to get ten

to get ten

the rest

5.

12 – 4 =
to get ten

the rest

11 – 4 =
to get ten

the rest

6.

11 – 5 =
to get ten

the rest

Lesson 14

14.

12
–4

12 – 5 =
to get ten

the rest

27

19
–8

27

to get ten

the rest

5.

13 – 5 =
to get ten

the rest

13 – 4 =
to get ten

the rest

6.

15 – 6 =
to get ten

the rest

13 – 6 =
to get ten

the rest

Write the number sentence and solve.
7.

There were 14 ladybugs on the leaves.
A bird ate 6 ladybugs.
How many ladybugs are left? ___
Number sentence

Student Workbook page

the rest

4.

Chapter 1

14 – 5 =

Student Workbook page

15 – 7 =

14 – 6 =

the rest

4.

to get ten

3.

We break apart the 6.
5 and 1 are the break-apart numbers.

Cross off the dots you need to subtract.
Fill in the break-apart numbers and write the difference.
1.

2.

28

28

CONCLUSION:
Today we subtracted from teen numbers. When we subtract more than the ones there are in a teen number, we subtract in two steps:
First we subtract all the ones and get ten, then we subtract the rest from the ten to get the difference.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 27-28
Page 27: Read and discuss the demonstration at the top of the page. Read the directions, and have the students complete the
page on their own. Review it together.
Page 28: Examples 1-6: Read the directions, and have the students complete the section on their own while you offer help
as needed.
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

Example 7: Read the story together and discuss it. Have students solve it on their own.
Review the page together.

CLOSING STATEMENT:
Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we solved subtraction
sentences in two steps. We used
Dot Cards and wrote break-apart
numbers. Tomorrow we will
practice this more.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 15: Practice: Subtracting in Two Steps

GOAL:
Students will practice subtracting
from teen numbers in two steps.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Yesterday we subtracted from teen
numbers. Today we will practice this
more.

THINKING TRIGGER:
How do we subtract from a teen
number when we need to subtract
more than the ones that there are in
the number?

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Subtracting in two steps
Write 13 - 4 on the board, and place Dot Card-13 next to the equation. Have
students tell you how to solve the equation using the Dot Card. Remind them that
when we subtract more than the ones that there are in the teen number, we first
subtract all the ones to get to ten, and then we subtract the rest of the number
from the ten to get the difference. Add spaces for the break-apart numbers and
say: Now let’s write how we broke apart the 4 that we needed to subtract. How much
did we cross off at first (from the ones side)? [3] [Fill in 3.] How much more did we
need to subtract from the ten? [1] [Fill in 1.] The break-apart numbers are 3 and 1.
Now let’s do this without the Dot Cards. [Write 16 - 7 = ___ on the board.] Let’s
see: We are subtracting more than the ones that there are in 16. How should we do
this? [Allow students to make suggestions.] We will subtract in two steps. First we
need to subtract all the ones to get to ten. How many ones? [6] [Draw spaces for the
break-apart numbers. Fill in 6.] We need to subtract 7 altogether. How much more
do we need to subtract to get the difference? [1] [Fill in 1.] What is our difference? [9]
[Write 15 - 7, and solve as above, without using Dot Cards. Fill in the break-apart
numbers.]

II. Subtracting with the difference of ten as an aid

Write 14 - 4 on the board, and place Dot Card-14 next to it. Read the number
sentence and ask: Can we solve this by crossing off dots on only the ones side? [yes]
[Cross off the 4 ones, and write the difference. Under that equation write 14 - 5.
Read the number sentence and ask:] Can we subtract 5 by crossing off dots on only
the ones side? [no] What do we need to do? [cross off dots from both sides] First we
cross off the ones to get to ten, and then we cross off another dot from the ten. [Refer to the same Dot Card.] We already crossed off
the 4 ones when we solved 14 - 4. Now, to solve 14 - 5, we just need to cross off another dot from the ten. [Cross off one dot from the
ten.] What is the difference? [9] 14 - 4 = 10. For 14 - 5 we subtracted 1 more. The difference is 9. [In the same way, solve 15 - 5 and
15 - 6.]

III. Subtracting without using Dot Cards
Write 17 - 7 = ___ on the board. Ask a student to tell what the difference is, and fill it in. Write 17 - 8 = ___. Say: Let’s try to solve
this without using Dot Cards. When we subtract 7, we are left with 10. When we subtract 8, we need to subtract one more. What is
the difference? [9]
Repeat this with 14 - 4 and 14 - 6. Write 14 - 4 = ___ on the board. Ask a student to tell what the difference is, and fill it in. Write
14 - 6. Say: Again, let’s try to find the difference without using Dot Cards. When we subtract 4, we are left with only the ten. When we
subtract 6, we need to subtract two more from the ten. What is the difference? [8] [In the same way, solve 13 - 3, 13 - 4, and 13 - 5.
Stress how knowing 13 - 3 helps us solve 13 - 4 and 13 - 5.]
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Write 12 - 2 on the board, and place Dot Card-12 next to it. Read the number sentence and ask: Can we subtract 2 by crossing off
dots on only the ones side? [yes] [Solve 12 - 2. Cross off the 2 ones, and write the difference. Write 12 - 4 underneath. Read the
number sentence and ask:] Can we subtract 4 by crossing off dots on only the ones side? [no] What do we need to do? [cross off dots
from both sides] [Refer to the same Dot Card.] We already crossed off the 2 ones when we solved 12 - 2. Now, to solve 12 - 4, we just
need to cross off another two dots from the ten. [Cross off two dots from the ten side.] How many are left? What’s the difference?
[8] [Write the difference.] 12 - 2 = 10. For 12 - 4 we subtract two more. The difference is 8. [In the same way, solve 13 - 3 and 13 - 5.]

Practice: Subtracting in
Two Steps

Name

Subtract.

Cross off the dots you need to subtract.
Fill in the break-apart numbers and write the difference.
1.

2.

1.

3.

2.
5.

14 – 6 =
to get ten

12 – 5 =

the rest

4.

to get ten

the rest

5.

6.

13 – 6 =
to get ten

6.

9.

to get ten

the rest

to get ten

the rest

LET’S WRITE

Explain how you solved 14 – 6.

Chapter 1

Lesson 15

14 – 5 =

7.

15 – 5 =

8.

15 – 6 =

12 – 2 =
12 – 4 =
13 – 3 =
13 – 5 =

29

29

17
–7
16
–6

10.

16.

17
–8
16
–7

11.

17.

15
–5
14
–4

12.

18.

13.

15
–7

19.

14
–6

13
–3
12
–2

14.

20.

13
–4
12
–3

Practice.
21.

11
–5

22.

13
–6

23.

12
–5

30

24.

12
–6

25.

19
–9

Student Workbook page

the rest

11 – 4 =

Student Workbook page

to get ten

15 – 6 =

4.

Subtract.

the rest

15.

13 – 5 =

3.

14 – 4 =

30

STUDENT TEACHER:
Have the students work in pairs. Give each pair a blank sheet of paper and have them divide the paper in half. Write the
following equations on the board: 12 - 4, 13 - 5, 15 - 6, 12 - 5, 14 - 6, 11 - 5, and 13 - 6. Ask each pair to choose two problems to
solve, and to take turns filling in the parts for each equation as follows: 1) write the equation; 2) model the equation on a Dot
Card; 3) under the equation draw spaces for the break-apart numbers, and fill them in.

CONCLUSION:
Today we practiced subtracting from teen numbers. When we subtract more than the ones that there are in a teen number, we
subtract in two steps: First we subtract all the ones and get to ten, then we subtract the rest from the ten to find the difference.
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 29-30

CLOSING STATEMENT:

Page 29: Examples 1-6: Read the directions and discuss them. Have the students solve this
section on their own.

Who can tell us what we
learned today? [Accept
relevant answers.] Today
we solved subtraction
sentences in two steps.
Tomorrow we will work
with number lines.

Let’s write: Read the direction and discuss it. Then have the students write their response. Ask a
few students to share their writing.
Page 30: For each section, read the direction. Have the students complete the sections
independently. Review the students’ work together.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 16: Using the Number Line to Subtract

GOAL:

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:

Students will subtract from teen
numbers using an open number
line.

Draw an open number line on the board. Display the toy rabbit and ask: Who can
tell us about Bunny? How does Bunny jump? [a few numbers at a time]

Materials needed: “Bunny”: a small toy
rabbit or rabbit cutout (drawing)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Yesterday we subtracted from teen
numbers by using Dot Cards. Today
we will use number lines.

THINKING TRIGGER:
Draw an open number line on the
board, and write 14 - 5 = ___. Ask:
How many jumps on the number line
do you think we need to make in order
to show this number sentence?

I. Subtracting from 10 with one jump

Today Bunny will subtract. [Write 10 - 3 = ___ next to the number line.] Do you
remember how to subtract on the number line? On which side do we start? [at the
end, on the right side] Why? [because we are taking away] To what direction do we
jump? [back, to the beginning of the number line] [Write 10 at the right end of
the number line.] How many does Bunny need to jump? [3] [Show Bunny making a
jump of approximately three spaces. Draw the jump. Write in -3.] To what number
did Bunny get? How much is 10 - 3? [7] [Write 7 under the landing point. Fill in the
difference in the equation, and read it together.] Our number line shows 10 - 3 = 7.
In the same way, use Bunny to solve 10 - 4 on a number line.

II. Subtracting to equal 10 with one jump
Write 17 - 7 = ___ on the board, and draw an open number line. Say: How will
Bunny solve this number sentence? On what number does he need to start? [17]
Where do we write the 17? [on the right side] [Fill in the number line, as above, as
you go along.] How many does Bunny need to jump? [7] On what number did he
land? How much is 17 - 7? [10] [Write the difference in the equation and read it.]
In the same way, solve 15 - 5.

III. Subtracting from teen numbers with two jumps

On the board, write 14 - 6 = ___, and place Dot Card-14 next to it. Review the
process of subtracting all the ones and then subtracting the rest from the ten.
Draw spaces for the break-apart numbers, and ask the class help you fill them
in. Fill in the difference. Draw an open number line next to the equation. Ask the
class: Bunny wants to show this number sentence on the number line. Let’s think: How many jumps will he make? [two jumps, to
show the two steps]

Repeat the process with 13 - 5, and 16 - 7. For each, first solve with the Dot Board and write the break-apart numbers, then
have Bunny show it on the number line, and summarize as above. Each time, emphasize that first we take away to get to 10,
and then we take away the rest of the number.

IV. Subtracting in two steps without visual aids
Write 12 - 5 on the board. Say: Now let’s do some subtraction in our heads. Can we take away 5 from only the ones? [no; in the
number 12 there are only 2 ones] So let’s first subtract the 2 ones that there are, and we will be left with…? [10] We need to subtract
5; we’ve subtracted only 2. How many more do we need to subtract from the 10? [3 more] Now let’s subtract 3 more from the 10. We
are left with…? [7] What is the difference? [7] 12 - 5 = 7. [Fill in the difference.]
In the same way, solve 15 - 7 and 11 - 4 together.
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Let’s help Bunny solve this on the number line. With which number should we start? [14] Where should I write the 14? [at the end, on
the right side] How did we solve this number sentence? First we subtracted …? [4] and got to 10. Bunny will do the same. [Draw a
jump from the 14 to the 10 and write in -4.] Where did we get to? [10] [Write the landing number 10.] Then we took away another
2 and got to 8. Bunny will do this too. [Draw a jump of 2, and fill in -2.] On what number did Bunny land? [8] [Write the difference
(8) at the end of the second jump.] 14 - 6 = 8. First we made a jump of 4 and got to ten, and then we made a jump of 2 to get to the
difference, 8. When we first subtract all the ones and get ten, and then we subtract the rest from the ten, it’s easy to find the difference.
How many jumps did we make? [2] Bunny jumped 6 in two jumps: a jump of 4 and a jump of 2 – the same as the break-apart numbers.

Using the Number Line
to Subtract

Name

Complete the number line. Write the difference.

We make 2 jumps back.
First we jump back to the ten.
Then we jump back the rest.

–2
15 – 7 =

8

–7

1.

–5

10

15

15 – 6 =

Complete the number line. Write the difference.

2.

1.

12 – 4 =

12 – 5 =
3.

2.

3.

16 – 7 =
4.

14 – 5 =
Chapter 1

Lesson 16

31

31

12 – 6 =
Subtract.
4.

14
–6

5.

13
–5

6.

12
–5

7.

12
–3

8.

11
–4

9.

13
–6

10.

19
–9

11.

11
–6

12.

13
–4

13.

12
–5

14.

11
–5

15.

15
–7

32

Student Workbook page

Student Workbook page

14 – 6 =

32

STUDENT TEACHER:
Write the following equations on the board: 14 - 5, 13 - 6, 15 - 6, 12 - 4, and 17 - 8. Divide the class into pairs. Give each student
a blank sheet of paper. Have each pair choose one equation to solve. Have one partner solve the equation using break-apart
numbers, and have the other partner solve it on an open number line. Then have the partners compare their work; the breakapart numbers and the numbers of the jumps, and the differences, should be the same. Have the partners switch roles to solve
another problem.

CONCLUSION:
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Today we subtracted on the number line. When we subtract from a teen number and the difference is less than ten, we make two
jumps: first a jump back for all the ones, to get to ten, then another jump for the rest.
CLOSING STATEMENT:
USING THE BOOK: Pages 31-32
Who can tell us what we learned
Page 31: Read and discuss the demonstration on the top of the page.
Read the directions and complete the page together.
Pafe 32: Examples 1-3: Read the directions and have the students solve the section on
their own while you offer help as needed. Review the section together.
Examples 4-15: Read the directions. Remind them that they can think of Dot Cards,
break-apart numbers, or number lines. They can also use the Dot Card banner for help.
Have the students complete the section on their own, and review it together.

today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we used number lines to
subtract. Tomorrow we will review
different ways to subtract, and
each student will decide which
way is best for him/her.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 17: Choosing a Way to Subtract

GOAL:
Students will choose the method
that they prefer when subtracting
from teen numbers.
Students will add to check whether
they have subtracted correctly.
MATERIALS NEEDED: papers with
Dot Cards / number lines / thinking
number sentence formats; large timer,
numbered cards, or numbered flip
chart

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
We’ve learned different ways to
subtract from teen numbers. Today
we will think about those ways and
decide which way works best for each
of us.

THINKING TRIGGER:
Write 16 - 7 on the board. Ask: What
are some ways we can solve this?
[Show the different ways (Dot Card,
number line, and thinking number
sentence), but it is not necessary to
solve the equation.]

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Reviewing subtraction using Dot Cards
Write 13 - 6 on the board. Have the class tell how to show it using Dot Cards.

II. Reviewing subtraction using a number line
Write 17 - 8 on the board. Have the class tell how to show it on a number line.

III. Reviewing subtraction using a thinking number sentence
Write 12 - 4 and solve together with the class: Discuss how to break apart the
four (2, 2), draw spaces for the break-apart numbers, and fill them in. Then write
the difference.

IV. Choosing what works best
Do you remember a few days ago when you chose the way to add teen numbers
that works best for you? We will do the same today with subtraction. I want each
of you to think about the different ways to subtract, and to decide which one you
think works best for you. Remember, different students will have different ways
that work best for them, and that is okay.
Hand out three sheets of paper to each student. Have students draw an open
number line on the first sheet of paper. Write 14 - 5 on the board. Have the
students solve the problem using the number line, and when they are done have
each of them mark how long it took. (You can display a large digital stopwatch, or
you can flip numbered cards at an even pace, so that they can time themselves.)
Tell the students to mark on their papers how long it took them to solve the
equation using the number line.
Write 14 - 6 on the board. Have the class solve the problem using break-apart
numbers on the second sheet of paper, while you time them. Have them write
on their papers how long it took them to solve it.
Have students draw a blank double Dot Card on the third paper. Write 12 - 5 on
the board, and have the class fill in the Dot Card to solve it while you time them.

Ask them to think about which way was easiest for them and which way was
quickest. Point out that easiest and quickest are not always the same, and that all
the methods are good ones. You can repeat this activity.

V. Checking subtraction with addition
Do you remember how we can check our subtraction work? [Accept and discuss some students’ answers. Ask the students to give
specific examples.]
On the board write 12 - 3 = ___. Read the equation and say: Here we first have the whole, and we need to take away one part to get
the other part. What is the difference? [9] Now we have the whole [Point to the numbers as you explain.] and both parts. What number
sentence can we write that adds the parts back together to see if we subtracted correctly? [9 + 3 = 12] [Write the equation.] Is this correct?
Does 9 + 3 = 12? [yes] Now we can be sure that we subtracted correctly too. We took away one part to find the other part. Now we put the
parts back together and got the same whole number.
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Ask each student to write on a paper the method that is best for him or her. Collect the papers, and count the number of
students who preferred each method. See which method is the most popular and which is the least. Again, stress that everyone
has a method that works best for him or her.

Choosing a Way to
Subtract

Name

Cirlce the way that works best for you. Subtract.

Which way works best for you?
Subtract.

1.

I like to use
break-apart
numbers.

14 – 6 =

14 – 6 =

I like to
use the
Dot Card.

4

13 – 6 =

8

to get ten

10

3.

14

15 – 7 =

Circle the way that works best for you. Subtract.
2.

13 – 5 =

Chapter 1

the rest

part

+
part

15 – 7 =
15 – 7 =
to get ten

the rest

Lesson 17

33

11 – 4 =
whole

part

+

=
part

part

part

whole

6

13 – 4 =
part

33

+
part

14 – 5 =
part

whole

part

+

=
part

whole

part

=
part

whole

8.

34

part

part

whole

Write the number sentence and solve.

whole

part

+

=
part

7.

11 – 6 =

whole

part

12 – 6 =
part

whole

+

=
part

part

whole

part

part

=
part

whole

9. Pat had 15 flowers in her basket.

She put 8 flowers in a vase.
How many flowers are left in the basket?

Number sentence

Student Workbook page

to get ten

the rest

5.

Student Workbook page

13 – 5 =

to get ten

4.
whole

1.

the rest

Subtract. Then add to check if you subtracted correctly.

–6

8

14 – 7 =

the rest

I like to use
the number
line.
–4

14 – 7 =

2

to get ten

–2

2.

13 – 6 =

34

Write 14 - 6 = ___ on the board, solve it together, and check it with an addition equation.
When we subtract, we take away one part from the whole. The other part is the difference. To check if we subtracted correctly, we can add
back the parts to see if we get the whole that we started with.

STUDENT TEACHER:
Write 12 - 5 on the board. Have three students solve it, each using a different method.

CONCLUSION:
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Today we practiced different ways of subtracting.

CLOSING STATEMENT:

USING THE BOOK: Pages 33-34

Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we solved subtraction
sentences using different ways: Dot
Cards, number lines, and thinking
numbers. We thought about which
way works best for us. Tomorrow we
will learn about a different way to
cross off the dots when we subtract
a lot.

Page 33: Read and discuss the demonstration at the top of the page. Point out that
each girl solved the number sentence differently and that all the ways are correct.
Read the directions. For each example, have the students circle the method they will
use and then solve the number sentences. Review the page together.
Page 34: Examples 1-2: Read the directions, and have the students complete the
section on their own.
Examples 3-8: Read the directions, and have the students complete the section on
their own. Remind them to use the method that works best for them.
Example 9: Read the story. Have the students solve it on their own.
Review the page. Ask students to tell which method they used for each example.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 18: Subtracting a Lot from a Teen Number

GOAL:

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:

Students will subtract 10, 9, 8, and
7 from teen numbers by crossing
off dots from the ten side of the Dot
Card.

Show Teen Dot Card-13 and -15. For each one, cross off the ten side and write the
equation together with the class. Explain that you are taking away the ten and
have only the ones left.

Materials needed: three copies each
of Dot Cards-17 and -11

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Until now, we’ve learned different
ways to subtract from teen numbers.
Today we will learn a quick way to
subtract 10, 9, 8, and 7.

I.Subtracting ten using Dot Cards

II. Subtracting 9 with Dot Cards
Place Dot Card-12 on the board. Say: I want to take away 9. 9 is a lot – it’s almost as
much as ten, so I will cross off nine dots from the tens side. [Cross off nine dots on
the tesn side.] When we cross off nine from the tens side, we have dots left on both
sides: There’s one dot left on the tens side, and there are two dots left on the ones side.
There are three dots left in all: 12 - 9 = 3. [Write the number sentence: 12 - 9 = 3.]
Write 13 - 9 on the board, and place Dot Card-13 next to it. Ask: From which side
should I cross off nine? [from the ten side] [Cross off nine dots from the ten side.
Explain that there are dots left on both sides. Solve the equation and write the
difference.]

III. Subtracting 8 with Dot Cards
THINKING TRIGGER:
Write 15 - 10, 19 - 10, and 13 - 10 on
the board. Ask: Can you think of a
quick way to subtract ten from a teen
number?

Place Dot Card-12 on the board. Say: I want to take away 8. 8 is also a lot – it’s
almost as much as ten, so I will cross off eight dots from the ten side. [Cross off eight
dots on the ten side.] When we cross off eight from the ten side, there are two dots
left on the ten side and two dots left on the ones side. There are four dots left: 12 - 8 =
4. [Write the number sentence: 12 - 8 = 4.]
Write 13 - 8 on the board, and place Dot Card-13 next to it. Ask: From which side
should I cross off eight? [from the ten side] [Cross off eight dots from the ten side.
Point out that there are dots left on both sides. Solve the number sentence and
write the difference.]

IV. Subtracting 7 with Dot Cards
Write 12 - 7 on the board. Say: Now I want to take away 7. Seven is also a lot; so I will cross off seven dots from the ten side. [Cross
off seven dots on the ten side.] When we cross off seven dots from the ten side, there are three dots left on the ten side and two dots
left on the ones side. There are five dots left in all. [Fill in the difference.]
Write 13 - 7 on the board, and place Dot Card-13 next to it. Ask: From which side should I cross off seven? [from the ten side]
[Cross off seven dots from the ten side. Point out that there are dots left on both sides. Solve the number sentence and write
the difference.]
Place three copies of Dot Card-17 on the board, and write the equations 17 - 10, 17 - 9, and 17 - 8 on the board. For each
equation, ask the students to tell you how to cross off the dots and what the difference is.
In the same way, place three copies of Dot Card-11 on the board, and write the equations 11 - 9, 11 - 8, and 11 - 7, cross off the
dots, and write the differences.

VI. Subtracting using the ten as an aid
Clear the board. Write 13 - 10 = ___ on the board. Ask a student to tell what the difference is, and fill it in. Write 13 - 9 = ___. Say:
Let’s try to solve this without using Dot Cards. Let’s use our heads. When we take away ten, we are left with only the ones. When we
take away 9, we have 1 left on the ten side and also the 3 ones; together we have 4 left: 13 - 9 = 4.
Write 13 - 8 = ___ on the board. Say: Let’s try to solve this without using Dot Cards. When we take away 10, we are left with only 3
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V. Practicing the skill

Subtracting a Lot from a
Teen Number

Name

Subtract. You can use the Dot Cards to help.

13 – 8 = 5

1.

When we subtract a lot, we can cross
off dots only on the ten side
and see how many dots are left on
both sides.

2.
7.

Cross off the dots you need to subtract. Write the difference.
1.

2.

16 – 9 =
4.

14 – 8 =
5.

15 – 9 =

13.

6.

8.

12 – 7 =
9.

13 – 7 =

Lesson 18

9.

12 – 10 =

10.

12 – 9 =

6.

17 – 9 =

11.

13 – 10 =

12.

13 – 8 =

18 – 10 =
18 – 9 =
11 – 10 =
11 – 9 =

Practice.

18 – 10 =

13 – 9 =

4.

14 – 9 =

5.

17 – 10 =

16 – 8 =
35

35

16
–10

14.

11
–8

15.

14
–8

16.

11
–7

17.

12
–8

18.

13
–7

LET’S WRITE

Explain how you solved 14 – 9.

Student Workbook page

7.

8.

Student Workbook page

11 – 7 =

Chapter 1

3.

3.

14 – 10 =

36

36

ones. When we take away 8, we have 2 left on the ten side and also the 3 ones; we have 5 left in all: 13 - 8 = 5. [Fill in the difference.]
Write 16 - 9, 13 - 8, 14 - 9, and 15 - 8. Solve each as above, by thinking of subtracting ten as an aid.

STUDENT TEACHER:
Write two equations of each kind (subtracting 10, 9, 8, and 7 from various teen numbers) on the board. Have volunteers use
Dot Cards to solve each one, or have them solve the equations on their own while explaining what they are doing.

CONCLUSION:
Now we subtracted by crossing off the dots from the tens side .
Copyright © by SPOTS Educational Resources. All rights reserved.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 35-36

CLOSING STATEMENT:

Page 35: Read and discuss the demonstration at the top of the page. Read the directions
and have the class complete the page independently.

Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we subtracted 10, 9, 8, and
7 from teen numbers, by crossing
off the dots from the tens side.
Tomorrow we will practice both
ways of subtracting – subtracting
a lot and subtracting a little.

Review the page together.
Page 36: Examples 1-18: Read the directions. Explain that the students can use the Dot
Cards on the page or on the classroom banner to help them solve the equations. Have
the students complete the page on their own. Review the page together.
Let’s Write: Read the direction. Have the students answer the question on their own.
Ask some students to share their answer with the class.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 19: Mixed Practice: Teen Subtraction

GOAL:
Students will review subtraction
from teen numbers.
Materials needed: copies of Teen
Dot Cards; small cards for each
student

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
We’ve learned the different ways we
can use Dot Cards to subtract from
teen numbers. Today we will review
them and think about how we cross
off the dots.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Crossing off only from the ten side or in two steps
Place Dot Card-12 on the board. Write three equations: 12 - 10, 12 - 9, and 12 - 8.
Say: We’ve just reviewed subtracting a lot. From where do we cross off the dots when
we subtract a lot? [from the ten side] [For each equation, cross off dots and solve.]
Write the equations 12 - 3 and 12 - 4 on the board. Ask: Are we subtracting a little
or a lot? [a little] Who remembers how we cross off dots for these equations? [cross
off first from the ones side and then from the ten side] We subtract in two steps.
First we subtract all the ones, then we subtract the rest from the ten. We cross off
from both sides. [Cross off dots to solve. each equation]
When we subtract a lot, such as 10, 9, or 8, from a teen number, we subtract only
from the ten side. When we subtract a little, but more than the ones we have, we
subtract in two steps. First we subtract all the ones, and then we subtract the rest
from the ten side.

II. Subtracting 7
THINKING TRIGGER:
Display a blank Teen Dot Board. Ask:
What are different ways we cross off
the dots when we subtract?

Write 12 - 7 and 11 - 7 on the board. Say: Yesterday, when we subtracted 7 from a
teen number, we crossed off dots from the ten side to find the difference. This works
well when we subtract 7 from a teen number that doesn’t have many ones, like 11 or
12. [Solve the equations on the board, in each case crossing off seven from the
ten side of a Dot Card.]

Write 16 - 7 on the board. Say: 16 has lots of ones – almost as many as the number
we are subtracting from it. When we subtract 7 from a larger teen number, like 16, it
may be easier to think of subtracting in two steps – crossing off all the dots on the ones side of a Dot Card, then crossing off the rest
from the ten side. [Solve the equation using a Dot Card. Explain how you are crossing off all six dots on the ones side, and one
more dot on the ten side, so there are nine dots left. Write in the difference.]
When we subtract 7 from a larger teen number, we can decide how we’d like to find the difference: We can cross off seven dots from
the ten side, just as we do when we subtract 7 from a smaller teen number, such as 11 or 12. Or we can first cross off all the ones and
then cross off the rest from the ten side. Either way, we’ll get the correct answer! Which way do you think would be easier for you? [Let
some students explain which method they like best and why.]

III. Practicing crossing off only from the ten side or in two stpes
Draw two columns on the board. Label one column “Two steps – both sides” and the other column “Only ten side.”

Have the class tell you which Dot Card to use to solve each equation. Help them tell you how to solve the equations without
actually crossing off the dots, and write the differences.

IV. Mixed Practice
Place Dot Card-15 on the board, and write 15 – 2, 15 – 5, and 15 – 7. Read the equations and ask: In which number sentence will
the answer be less than ten? [15 – 7] How do you know? [because we’re taking away more than the amount of ones we have]
[Solve all three equations. Repeat with 17 – 5, 17 – 9, and 17 – 7, and with other, similar sets of equations.]
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Hand out two cards to each student. Have them write "both sides” on one card and “only ten side” on the other. Write some
equations on the board, in random order (e.g., 12 - 5, 17 - 9, 15 - 9, 15 - 6, 16 - 7, etc.). Point to each equation and ask the
students to raise their “both sides” card if they would cross off dots starting from the ones side, and their “only ten side” card
if they would cross off dots from only the ten side. As they raise their cards, copy each equation into the appropriate column.

Mixed Practice: Teen
Subtraction

Name

Subtract.

When we subtract more than the ones we have ...

15
– 4

2.

17
– 5

3.

18
– 6

4.

17
– 2

5.

19
– 5

6.

16
– 6

7.

16
– 7

8.

13
– 4

9.

14
– 5

10.

13
– 6

14
–8

11.

17
– 10

12.

17
– 9

13.

12
– 8

14.

13
– 7

15.

15
– 9

12
–3

16.

14
– 3

17.

14
– 7

18.

11
– 7

19.

16
– 9

20.

11
– 9

21.

11
– 4

22.

18
– 3

23.

18
– 9

24.

12
– 7

25.

13
– 1

or we can subtract
we can subtract in two steps — first
we subtract all the ones, and then we only on the ten
side.
subtract the rest from the ten side,
Cross off the dots you need to subtract.
Write the difference.
1.

4.

10.

5.

12
–5

8.

11
–9

11.

13
–5

Chapter 1

14
–9
12
–8
11
–4
13
–10

3.

6.

9.

12.

Lesson 19

Student Workbook page

7.

2.

14
–5

11
–6
13
–7
37

37

38

Student Workbook page

1.

13
–8

13
–4

38

STUDENT TEACHER:
Have the students work in pairs. Give each pair a set of 10 cards. Have them write a teen subtraction sentence on each card.
Ask them to divide their cards into two piles, according to how they cross off the dots (on both sides, on only the ten side, or
on only the ones side).

CONCLUSION:
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Today we practiced how to decide which of the two ways of crossing off dots we should use when we subtract from teen numbers.
When we subtract a small amount, we first subtract the ones, and then we subtract the rest from the ten. When we subtract a lot,
such as 10, 9, or 8, we subtract from only the ten side. When we subtract 7, we can decide for
ourselves from which side (or sides) to subtract.
CLOSING STATEMENT:

USING THE BOOK: Pages 37-38
Page 37: Read and discuss the demonstration at the top of the page. Read the directions,
and have the students complete the page on their own. Review the page together.
Page 36: Read the directions and have the class complete the section independently.
Remind them to think about where to cross off the dots for each equation. Review
the page together.

Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we thought about how
we cross off the dots when
we subtract, and we reviewed
subtracting by just thinking about
Dot Cards. Tomorrow we will solve
story problems.
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Chapter 1 Lesson 20: Mixed Practice: Story Problems

GOAL:
Students will solve story problems
using math puzzles and simple
math drawings.
Materials needed: blank sheets of
paper; magnetic math puzzle

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
Today we are going to solve story
problems. For some of them we will
need to add and for some we will
need to subtract. We will use math
puzzles and simple math drawings to
help us solve them.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Solving story problems
Have the students work with partners. Say: I will start with telling you a math story.
Together with your partner, think about the best way to solve the problem. Show your work
so that you can share it with the class. Try to write a number sentence that shows what you
did. [Allow the students to use any appropriate classroom materials.]
Sara and Zoe are filling a pegboard together. Sara put on some pegs and then gave the
pegboard to Zoe. Zoe added on six more pegs. Now there are 14 pegs on the pegboard.
How many pegs did Sara put on? [Repeat the main details, and have the partners think
together how to solve the story. Remind them to show their work. Circulate and offer
help as needed. Have a few pairs, who used different methods, share their work with the
class. Point out that since 14 is the whole number and 6 is one of the parts, we subtract
to find the other part. Write the number sentence together: 14 - 6 = 8.]
How could using a math puzzle help us solve this story? [it helps us see what information
we know and what information is missing] [Place or draw a blank math puzzle on the
board, and fill it in together to solve the story. Refer to the number sentence and point
out why you subtracted.]

II. Using math puzzles to solve story problems
THINKING TRIGGER:
Draw a blank math puzzle on the
board. Ask: How do math puzzles
help us solve story problems? [We
can see the parts we have and what
information is missing; then we
know what to do to find the missing
part. If we are missing the whole, we
add the two parts. If we are missing
a part, we subtract the part from the
whole.]

I will tell some more stories. This time we will use a math puzzle to help solve the story
problems. Then we will write the number sentence. [Place or draw a math puzzle on the
board.] 15 children need places to sit. Six children find seats at a table. How many children
are still looking for places to sit?
Let’s show this story on the puzzle. How many children needed a place to sit? [15] Is this the
whole or a part? [whole] [Fill in the puzzle as you go along.] How many children found a
place to sit? [6] Is this the whole or a part? [part] What information is missing? [the other
part – the children who are still looking for a place to sit] I will draw a question mark (?)
in the other part to show that the information is missing. How can we find the other part?
[subtract the part that we do know] When we have the whole and one part, we subtract to
find the missing part. [Write the equation 15 - 6 = ___, and solve.] Now we know that the
other part is nine. [Write = 9 in the piece with the missing part.] There are nine children
still looking for places to sit.

Sara took five green pegs out of the box, and she gave Zoe the other ten green pegs. How many green pegs were there in the box at first? [Place
or draw a math puzzle on the board.] Let’s use the puzzle to solve the story. We know that Sara took five green pegs. Is that the whole or a
part? [part] [Fill in the puzzle as you go along.] We know Sara gave Zoe the other ten green pegs. Is that the whole or a part? [also a part]
What information is missing? [the whole – how many pegs were in the box at first] What should I draw in the whole to show that the whole is
missing? [a question mark (?)] How can we find the whole? [add] We will add the two parts to find the whole. [Write the equation 5 + 10 = ___,
and solve.] Now we know the whole is fifteen. [Write = 15 in the whole.] There were 15 pegs in the box at first.

There are nine red pegs. Sara uses some to make a picture of a clown. Zoe sees that there are three red pegs left. How many did Sarah use? [Have
the partners draw and fill in the math puzzle and then write the number sentence. Discuss the results. Point out that since 9 is the whole
and 3 is a part, we subtract to find the missing part – the part that Sara used.] How did the math puzzle help you solve this problem? [it shows
that we have the whole and one of the parts and we are missing the other part, so we know that we need to subtract]

III. Making simple math drawings
Here is another way to solve story problem: We can use simple math drawings!
Tell a story: 12 children are choosing their school snacks. Today there is a choice of pretzels or cereal. Two children chose pretzels; the rest chose
cereal. How many chose cereal? Let’s draw what happened in the story. It’s hard to draw all these things, so I will use simple math drawings. We
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Give each pair of students a blank sheet of paper. Say: This time you will use a math puzzle to solve the story problem. Then you will write the
number sentence.

Mixed Practice: Story
Problems

Name

Fill in the math puzzle, and write a number sentence to solve.
Then make a simple math drawing to show the story.

Fill in the math puzzle, and write a number sentence to solve.
Then make a simple math drawing to show the story.

1. There were 7 tracks in Simon’s road.

1. Elisha had 13 paper clips . He used

Simon added some more tracks to
the road. Now there are 12 tracks in
the road. How many tracks did Simon
add to the road? ___ tracks
tracks

some of them to make a craft project.
Now he has 8 paper clips. How many
paper clips did he use for his project?
___ paper clips

Whole
Part

Part

=

more

Then she added 5 more links. Now
there are 11 links in the chain. How
many links were there at first?
___ links

Part

Mom takes 4 apples to make a pie.
Now there are 9 apples in the basket.
How many apples were in the basket
at first?
___ apples

Part

=

Lesson 20

=

Whole
Part

Part

=

39

39

Whole
Part

Part

=

now

mom

3. Laura had a necklace with 15 beads.

She gave some beads to her sister.
Now she has 10 beads on her
necklace.
How many beads did she give her
sister? ___ beads
Laura

Whole
Part

sister

40

Part

=

Student Workbook page

Student Workbook page

3. Esty got a new box of crayons for

Chapter 1

Part

2. There are some apples in a basket.
Whole

added

school. Her baby sister broke 2
of them. Now she has 14 whole
crayons. How many crayons were in
the box when she bought it?
___ crayons

Whole
Part

project

now

2. Zoe used some links to make a chain.

Drawings shown are
not part of the students'
page. They are shown
as students' possible
solutions.

40

can use ovals to show the children who are choosing their snacks. [Draw 12 ovals.] How many chose pretzels? [2] I will circle two ovals and write
“P” on top to show that they have pretzels. [Circle and label the ovals.] What do the rest have? [cereal] For the rest of the ovals I will write “C”
to show that they have cereal. Now we can see just what happened. [Point to both groups.] What do the ovals show us? [the children who
are choosing snacks] [Point to the group of ovals labeled “P.”] What do these show? [the children who chose pretzels] [Point to the group
labeled “C.”] What do these show? [the children who chose cereal] Now we can see that, of the 12 children who chose snacks, two chose pretzels
and ten chose cereal.
Let’s write the number sentence. [Write as you go along.] How many children in all? [12] How many chose pretzels? [2] We take away those
children, and how many are left who chose cereal? [10]
Tell the following story: Some children were eating at a table. Eight children finished and went out to play. Nine children are still at the table.
How many children were at the table in the beginning?
Let’s draw this story together. [Have the students draw at their desks while you model on the board.] How many children left the table? [8]
[Draw eight circles to represent those children, and draw an X above the circles to show that they are not there.] How many children are still
there? [9] [Draw another nine circles, and draw a check above those circles to show that they are still at the table. Point to the groups and
say:] Here we have the eight children who left. Here we have the nine children who are still there. [Draw a circle around both groups of children
to show how many children there were at first.] How many children were there in the beginning? [17] Let’s write the number sentence. [Write
and read aloud: 9 + 8 = 17.]
Tell another story, and have the students make a simple math drawing and write a number sentence to solve: There are some cups of milk
on the table for the children to drink. Seven children took a cup of milk to drink. There are six cups left. How many cups of milk were on the table
at first? [Discuss the simple drawings the students used, and have them share how they solved the story problem. Write the number
sentence.]

IV. Using math puzzles and drawings to solve story problems
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Tell another story: There is a tray with packs of baby carrots. Six children each take a pack to eat. There are five packs left. How many packs
were on the tray at first? [Have the students draw and fill in a math puzzle, and write the number
sentence to solve the story. Then have them make a simple math drawing to show the problem.]

CLOSING STATEMENT:

CONCLUSION:
Today we used math puzzles and made simple math drawings to solve story problems. For
some stories we needed to add and for others we needed to subtract.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 39-40
Pages 39-40: Read the directions. Read the stories together. Have the students solve
them independently while you offer help as needed. Review together.

Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we solved story problems
using math puzzles and simple math
drawings. Tomorrow we will review
what we’ve learned in this chapter.
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1.21

Chapter 1 Lesson 21: End-of-Chapter Review

GOAL:
Students will review concepts and
skills learned in first grade.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:
We’ve reached the last lesson in this
chapter! Today we will review all the
concepts we’ve practiced till now.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT:
I. Adding and subtracting to ten
Write 3 + 4 = ___, 7 + 2 = ___, 8 - 5 = ___, and 9 - 2 = ___ on the board. Have
students tell how to solve the equations (count on, count back). Fill in the sums
and differences.

II. Adding with teen sums in two steps
Write 7 + 5 = ___ on the board, and place the 7+ Dot Board next to it. Have
students tell how to solve it by making a ten and adding the rest. Add spaces for
the break-apart numbers, and fill them in.
Do the same for 8 + 6 and 9 + 8.

III. Adding on a number line
THINKING TRIGGER:
Look through your booklets. Can
you tell us some of the things we’ve
learned and reviewed? [List them
on the board as students say them.
Mention and add to the list other
skills reviewed in the chapter that
students did not mention.]

Next to 9 + 8, draw an open number line. Have the students tell you how to show
the equation on the number line: with what number to begin (9), how many to
jump to get to ten (1), how many more to jump to the sum (7), and what the sum
is (17).
In the same way, solve 8 + 6 on a number line.

IV. Adding three addends
Write 8 + 4 + 2 = ___ on the board. Ask students to tell which two numbers
they would add first, and circle them. Discuss the options for choosing the two
numbers (equal ten; doubles facts; largest numbers; in any order). Solve the
equation. Do the same for 2 + 9 + 7.

V. Subtracting from teen numbers in two steps
Write 16 - 7 = ___ on the board. Have students tell how to solve it using a Dot
Card. Discuss first taking away the ones to get to 10, and then subtracting the
rest to find the difference. Add spaces for the break-apart numbers, and fill them
in.
Do the same for 14 - 6 and 11 - 5.

VI. Subtracting on a number line
Next to 11 - 5 draw an open number line. Have the students tell you how to show
the equation on the number line: with what number to begin (11), at which side
to begin (at the end – the right side), how many to jump back to get to ten (1),
how many more to jump to the difference (4), and what the difference is (6).

VII. Subtracting a lot
Write 16 - 10, and have students tell how to solve it (by subtracting the ten). In
the same way, solve 14 - 9 and 11 - 8 (in each, we cross off only on the ten side).

VIII. Checking subtraction with addition
Point to the equation 11 - 5 = 6. Ask how the answer can be checked to be sure
it is correct, and why that works (add – that puts the parts back together). Write
the addition equation, solve, and compare the two equations.
Do the same for 13 - 7.
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In the same way, solve 13 - 7 on a number line.

End-of-Chapter Review

Name

Cross off the dots you need to subtract.
Fill in the break-apart numbers and write the difference.

Color the dots and draw an arrow to make a ten.
Fill in the break-apart numbers and write the sum.
1.

1.

2.

9+6=
to make ten

2.

14 – 5 =

7+5=

the rest

to make ten

to get ten

the rest

13 – 6 =

the rest

to get ten

the rest

Complete the number line. Write the difference.

Complete the number line. Fill in the sum.

3.

3.

15 – 6 =

8+5=

Subtract. Then add to check if you subtracted correctly.

5.

3 + 6 +5=
+
=

4 + 4 +3=
+
=

Cirlce each number sentence whose sum is more than ten.
Add.
6.

8
+6

Chapter 1

7.

10
+9

8.

3
+5

9.

9
+7

Lesson 21

10.

5
+6

11.

14
+4
41

41

4.

5.

16 – 9 =
whole

part

+
part

6.

13 – 5 =
part

whole

+

=
part

part

whole

part

10 – 6 =
part

whole

part

part

+

=
whole

part

part

=
part

whole

Subtract.
7.

18
–9

8.

14
–7

9.

19
–8

10.

13
–8

11.

16
–3

12.

12
–5

Student Workbook page

4.

Student Workbook page

Cirlce the addends you will add first.
Write the new number sentence and solve.
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STUDENT TEACHER:
Choose skills that need extra review. Write some examples of these skills on the board, and for each example have a student
solve and explain his/her thinking.

CONCLUSION:
Today we reviewed all concepts we’ve practiced till now.

USING THE BOOK: Pages 41-42
Page 41-42: Explain that these pages are a review. Read each set of directions, and have the students complete the sections
on their own. Remind the students that they can use the classroom banner for help as needed.
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Review pages together.
CLOSING STATEMENT:

Note: Continuous practice is necessary for students to internalize the
strategies and achieve fluency with their facts through 20.

Who can tell us what we learned
today? [Accept relevant answers.]
Today we reviewed all the concepts
we’ve practiced till now. This is the
last lesson of this booklet.
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